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Written Answers

WA 77

~irst ~inister

former
request to resign,made by theTrimble, In Parhament
David
of Northern Ireland
when he will be joined
on 19 July; and whether and
[HL666]
by the other Commissioners.
is a matter for the
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: This Commission. The
Northern Ireland Human Rights
asked to write to the
Chief Commissioner has been will be placed in the
noble Lord. A copy of his letter
Library.

Northern

Written Answers

WA 78

education and 2,668 hours work (vocational training
2000-01
and industry workshops) per week in the
financial year.
of
For the year ended March 2001 an averagewere
per cent of the eligible prisoner population
of September
fonowing a sentence plan. Up to the end
prisoner
eligible
ofthe
2001 an average of77.6per cent
plan.
sentence
a
population were fol1owing

65.4

Public Sector Ombudsmen Review

Ireland: Human Rights Abuses

Majesty’s
Lord Lester of Herne Hill asked Her
Government:
Further to the Written Answer by A Lord
82),
MacDonald of Tradeston on 11 July (W their
out
set
to
whether they expect to be able
conclusions in relation to the consultation exercise
before the end of this year; and, if not, why

Government:
Lord Laird asked Her Majesty’s
Human Rights
What steps the Northern IrelandMarch 1999 to
Commission has taken since 1
out by
highlight human
[HL724]
paramlhtanes.
republican and loyahst
a matter for the
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: This is
Commission. The
Northern Ireland Human Rightsasked to write to
Chief Commissioner has been
letter will be placed in
the noble Lord. A copy of his
the Library.

ri~hts abu.s~s ~arried

not.

[HL696]

of
Tbe Minister for the Cabinet Office and Chancellor
ton):
Trades
of
Macdonald
(Lord
Lancaster
tbe Duchy of
statement on
In July this year,the Government made a of
the Public
review
the consultation exercise on the
the
statement
this
In
Sector Ombudsmen in England.
the
to
Omagh Bombing: Victims’ Relatives
commitment
their
Government reaffirmed
and
access
improving
services,
Government:
renaissance of public
Lord IJaird asked Her Majesty’s
The effective
Rights
delivery and driving up standards. element
Human
Ireland
Northern
ofthis
the
What
important
March 1999 to help handling of complaints is an there
where,
times
be
will
Commission has done since I the
Omagh bomb on programme of renewal. But about a particular public
the relatives of the victims of
[HL725] having pursued a complaint
Such cases
15 August 1998.
service, a complainant remains dissatistied.that role is
and
independently
the
for
a matter
need to be considered
Lord Falconer of Tboroton: This is
The fumned by, among others, the public sector
Commission.
Rights
Human
this
Northern Ireland
ombudsmen in England that were the subject of
asked to write
Parliamentary
Chief Commissioner has been
the
review.These ombudsmen comprise
letter will be placed In
the noble Lord. A copy of his
Commissioner for Administration, the Health Service
the Library.
Commissioner and the Commission for Local
Administration (which comprises the three Local
Northern Ireland: UFO Crash
Government Ombudsmen and the Parliamentary
Government: Commissioner for Administration ex officio).
Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s
the
place fol1.owi~g
In 1999, following representations a from
to
What search operation took
review
ombudsmen,the Government announced
unidentified object 1J1
the
in
are
reports of the crash of an
[HL732] determine whether the present arrangements
2001.
Northern Ireland on 13 February
the
best interest of complainants and others, against
public
to
integrated
friend
more
noble
towards
background of moves
Lord Falconer ofThoroton:I refer my
Ireland services and an increasing focus on the needs of the
orthem
N
Headquarters
Army
a letter from the
Research Ireland, a copy of consumers ofsuch services.The review team consulted
to UFO and Paranormal
Library of the House of widely and their report was published in April 2000. A
which has been placed in the
consultation paper seeking views on the review’s main
Lords.
recommendations and its other conclusions was
174
Plans
Sentence
published in June 2000. In all we received have
Northern Ireland: Prisoner
copies
and
paper
consultation
responses to the
with
Government:
Majesty’s
been placed in the Library of the House together
Her
asked
Lord Hylton
conclusions.
and
a statement of the Government’s
How many hours per week of (a)
pnsoners
out
by
Briefly, these are that, in light of the responses
training and (b)work were carried years;
how
by
recent
received to the consultation paper, the Government
in Northern Ireland in the most2001-02;
review’s
the
whether
are satisfied that there is broad support for the
much this will be increased in
and,
main recommendations.
percentage ofsentence plans is being improved;
[HL778]
period.
what
over
much
and
how
We therefore intend to replace the existing
if so, by
arrangements by a unified and flexible ombudsman
population
Lord Falconer of Thoroton:The prisonerof 906 hours body for central and local government and the
Ireland received an average
in Northern
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Written Answers

W A 130

am, therefore, unable to comment on the
correspondence to which the nohle and gallant Lord
refers.
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Lord Bach: No. Local overseas aHowance is a
paYtnent,t,o compensate individuals for
necessary
IS not
It
of
overseas.
of
costs
serving
the tnilitary
nor is it a reward for servmg
salary
overseas. It offers at best an inefficient method of
providing for welfare and
is not considered
appropriate for service personnel already in receipt of
the operational welfare
package (OWP).
We
a "from first principles"
of
operatIOnal welfare in 1999 to seek a solutIOn to a
of ad hoc and inequitable
dIfferent theatres. The review welfare provision in
most appropriate method ofdetermined that the
providing welfare
support to service personnel deployed
on operations
was through the delivery of a comprehensive
OWP.
This was introduced in Apri1200 1.
For Exercise Saif Sareea II the
includes: the
installation of 676 telephones OWP
and
a personal
allowance of 20 minutes of publicly funded
telephone
cans per week; free forces aerogrammes
and,
concessionary parcel rates; access to the Internet and
e-mail; newspapers and book packs; BFBS TV and
radio; televisions, video recorders and video tapes;
Expeditionary Forces Institute shops; publicly funded
laundry and a combined services entertainment show.
Although there have been occasional difficulties in
delivering an elements oftheOWP on time in some of
the remote locations and in the harsh environment of
Oman, service personnel on Exercise Saif Sareea II
have generalJy received the OWP in full and work will
continue to refine provision of the OWP.
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The Minister of State, Home Office (Lord Rooker):
We have today laid two orders under Section
71 the
Race Relations Act 1976 (as amended by the of
Race
Relations (Amendment)Act 2000).
The orders bring into effect the proposals set
the consultation document on implementation out in
the
Race Relations (Amendment)Act 2000 whichofwas
published on 22 February this year.
The first order brings some 300additional bodies
(or
groups of bodies) within the scope of the general duty
to promote race equality. The second imposes specific
duties on the policy and service delivery functions
of
key public bodies to which the general duty applies, to
ensure their better performance of the general duty.
Separate duties are placed on schools and other
educational bodies. It also places duties on the
employment functions of bodies to which the general
duty applies. The orders will come into force on 3
December

r~view

2001.

Passenger Aircraft: Evasive Action

"

1

:l

Lord Graham of Edmonton asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
When they will bring forward secondary
legislation under Section 71 of the Race Relations
Act 1976.
[HL937]

ol’this

daY-to..day

!
f

Race Relations Act 1976: Section 71 Orders

1 on
g aUowance to the persol;me
reea who failed to. receIve the
u
in
welfare package that was Introdeed
[HL787]
year.

Radar Data: Retention
Lord HiD-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Further to the Written Answer by Baroness
Symons ofVernham Dean on 25 January (WA 22)
which stated that radar data are only retained for 30
days and paper records for three years, why RAF
Watton was able to confirm in writing to a member
of the pub1ic in 1989 that it had a record of an
unidentified flying object report over RAF
Bentwaters, timed at 3.25 am on 28 December 1980.
(HL730]

Lord Bach; As a general rule recorded radar data is
retained for 30 days before being reused and air traffic
control watch logs are destroyed after three years. Our
searches have not revealed examples of any archived
letters between RAF Watton and members of the
public on the subject in question dating from 1989. I
65 LW()(m.PAGI’4

Lord Janner of Braunstone asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
Whether pilots of British passenger aircraft have
the same freedom of evasive action as their United
States counterparts if they have to deal with
hijack
situations.
[HL794]
The lVIinister of State for Transport, Local
Government and tbe Regions (Lord Falconer of
Thoroton); We are not aware of any such freedom for
US pilots. Extreme manoeuvres by aircraft could
a significant risk to the safety of an aircraft andpose
its
passengers.

Railtrack: Thameslink 2000 Costs
Lord Berkeley asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Following the administration order served on
Railtrack on 7 October, how they intend to recover
the f800 million already paid to Railtrack
out of
public funds for the construction of Thameslink
2000 and on which no works have yet started.
[HL795J
Lord Falconer ofThoroton:It is not
that f800
million of public funds has been spentcorrect
on this project;
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!’ ~4A1(SEC)
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To:
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Subject:
Sent:

PARUAMENTARY QUESTIONS
PQs from Lord Hill-Norton
11/10/0112:10
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TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY

Ministrv of Defence
FRIDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton CB KCB(-NOTFOUND-)(CB)

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government what is their response to the incident on 21st
Febnmry 2001 when a sonic boom was reported in the north east of England.
(HL733)

Minister replying Lord Bach

Following a report of an incident on21 February 2001 from a member of the
public, the RAF Police undertook an investigation. In the course oftheir
enquiries the British Geographical Society were contacted and confinned that
their equipment gave no indication of either a sonic event or an earthquake
occurring in the north east ofEngland on that’date. The RAF Police were unable
to verify the cause of this reported event.

11October 01

PQ Ref 0537M

Task HMG what is their response to the incident on 21 Feb 2001 when a sonic boom was reported
n the north east ofEngland.
Background

Lord Hill-Norton has not in the recent past displayed an interest in sonic events; it is likely that his
question is aimed at discovering whether the reported event was ever positively identified, or
remains unexplained.

Reports are received on an occasional basis from members ofthe public who believe they may have
heard a sonic event. Complaints ofthis nature are subject to investigation by the Defence Flying
Complaints Investigation Team who will write a short report on the alleged incident. If a member
ofthe public believes they have suffet;ed damage as a result ofthe event they will be referred to the
Ministry of Defence Claims Branch. That Branch is empowered to award compensation in cases
where a connection can be established between the oV rf1ight of a military aircraft and injury, loss
or damage.

In February this year three members ofthe public reported a suspected sonic event in the north east
ofEngland. A number of newspapers also mentioned the report of a loud bang heard around
Scarborough in North Yorkshire. Enquiries made by the Def~nce Flying Complaints Investigation
Team concluded that a sonic event could not be substantiated. In the course oftheir investigation
the Team had contacted the British Geographical Society who stated that their own equipment had
not indicated evidence of either an earthquake or a sonic event occurring in the area.

j

Draft Answer

Following a report of an incident on21 February 2001 from a member ofthe public, the RAF
Po1ice undertook an investigation. In the course oftheir enquiries the British Geographical Society
was contacted and confirmed that their equipment gave no indication of either a sonic event or an
earthquake occurring in the north east ofEngland on that date. The RAF Police were unable to
verify the cause ofthis reported event.

0537M

-

Lord Hill-Norton

To ask HMG what is their response to the incident on 21 Feb 2001 when a sonic boom was reported
in the north east ofEngland.
Background

Lord Hill-Norton has not in the recent past displayed an interest in sonic events; it is likely that his
question is aimed at discovering whether the reported event was ever positively identified, or
remains unexplained.

Reports are received on an occasional basis from members ofthe public who believe they may have
heard a sonic event. Complaints ofthis nature are subject to investigation by the Defence Flying
Complaints Investigation Team who will write a short report on the alleged incident. If a member
ofthe public believes they have suffered damage as a result ofthe event they will be referred to the
Ministry ofDefence Claims Branch. That Branch is empowered to award compensation in cases
where a connection can be established between the overflight of a military aircraft and injury, loss
or damage.

In February this year three members ofthe public reported a suspected sonic event in the north east
ofEngland. A number ofnewspapers also mentioned the report of a loud bang heard around
Scarborough in North Yorkshire. Enquiries made by the Defence Flying Complaints Investigation
Team concluded that a sonic event could not be substantiated. In the course oftheir investigation
the Team had contacted the British Geographical Society who stated that their own equipment had
not indicated evidence ofeither an earthquake or a sonic event ocqlITing in the area.
Draft Answer
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Following a report of an incident on 21 February 2001 from a member ofthe pubijc, an
.,\ ,
::
investigatioiFconcIuded that suggestions that
was undertaken by the RAF Police.
investigation
v
\
a military aircraft generated a sonic event could not be substantiated.
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sonic boom
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BY WENDY VUKOSA

I

TREMORS which rattled windows and
shook buildings along a 25-mile stretch

of coastline yesterday.were believed to
have been caused by a sonic boom.
A ’bang, a boom and a rumble’
were reported by people living between
Scarborough in North Yorkshire and
Whitby in East Yorkshire.
Retired police officer John Melville,
51,said: ’1 am out in the country having
a nice retired life and then today our life
interrupted with the almightiest of
’
shakes under our
Scarborough District Council said
many people believed there haq been an
earthquake.
But Glenn Ford, a seismologist with
the British Geological Survey, said all
the evidence pointed to a sonic boom.
’There are various sources of sonic
booms. Nine times out of ten it’s an aircraft which causes it but it may also
be a
Mr.Ford added that he
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Tremors yesterday rattled
windows and shook build-

ings on the coast from Scarborough to Whitby in
North Yorkshire.They
probably originated in a

s
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th~spe~d
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was trying to find out from the military
if they were behind the incident.
The last recorded boom to hit the mainland was in 1997, when 16 F3 Tornados
were operating off the coast near

Hartlepool.
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of- sound.
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air molecules9 t of its way to
create waves 6(compressed and
uncompressed air. ’fhesewaves
move away from the plane in all
directions. They can travel for
hundreds of miles unl s impeded
by buildings. Factors which
influence themtensity of a sonic
boom include an aircraft’s shape
as well as air pressure.
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Mystery sonic boom rattles coast
A
a

sO~(fboom caused tremors.that shook buildings

along
25-mile stretch of coast from Scarborough to Whitby
in
North Yorkshire yesterday, earthquake experts said. The
sonic boom was probably caused by aircraft but cOld:o
.. ’->

have been a meteorite, seismologists said,
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PARUAMENTARY QUESTIONS
PQs from Lord Hill-Norton
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Ministrv of Defence
FRIDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord HilI-Norton CB KCB

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government what search operation took place following
reports ofthe crash of an Unidentified Object in Northern Ireland on 13th
February 2001. (HL732)

Minister replying Lord Bach

F allowing reports of smoke being seen on Benaughlin Mountain, near Kinawley
on the afternoon of 13th February 2001,Police and troops conducted a search of
the area, assisted by a helicopter, but nothing was found. A further search was
canied out the following morning but nothing was found to indicate either a
downed aircraft or a fire and the incident was closed.
October 01

PQ Ref 0536M

TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY

Ministrv of Defence
FRIDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton CB KCB

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government what search operation took place following
reports of the crash of an Unidentified Object in Northern Ireland on 13th
Febnmry 2001. (HL732)

Minister replying Lord Bach
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Ministry of Defence

FRIDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton CB KCB(-NOTFOUND-)(CB)

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government what is their response to the allegation that on
14th January 2001 an Unidentified Object struck the communications mast at the
summit ofSnaefell Mountain on the Isle of Man. (HL731)

Minister replying Lord Bach.

In the early hours of 14 January, and in daylight on 15 January 2001, a military
Search and Rescue helicopter from RAF Valley conducted a comprehensive
search of the area around Snaefell Mountain following a report of a suspected
light aircraft crash. However,nothing was fOund as a result ofthe search.

11 October 01
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Background
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It is likely that Lord Hill-Norton has asked this gU stion because of his long-term interest in the
subject ofUnidentified Flying Objects. The./P r has characterised the reported event as involving
e~ample, a micro-lght aircraft.
an Unidentified Object rather than, for/.../’

du~ing
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1.30pm

.

daylight on the following day, a Search and Rescue helicopter
on 14 January, and
At
from RAP Valley was tasked with conducting a search for a suspected crashed micro-1ight aircraft
on the Isle ofMan. A compr hensive search ofthe area around Snaefell Mountain was undertaken
t aircraft was discovered.
but no evidence of any
/
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Draft Answer
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In the early hours of 14 January and again on 15 January 2001, a military Search and Rescue
helicopt rrom RAP Valley conducted a comprehensive search ofthe area around Snaefell
Mountain following a report of a suspected light aircraft crash. However, nothing was found as a

l.

s’i.dt ofthe search.
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Lord Hill-Norton

To ask HMG what is their response to the allegation that on 14 Ian 01 an Unidentified Object struck
the communications mast at the summit of Snaefell Mountain on the Isle ofMan.
Background

~er

It is likely that Lord Hill-Norton has asked this question because of his long-term interest in the
has characterised the reported event as involving
subject of Unidentified Flying Objects. The
an Unidentified Object rather than, for example, a micro-light aircraft.
At 1.30pm on 14 January a Search and Rescue helicopter from RAF Valley was tasked with
conducting a search for a suspected crashed micro-light aircraft on the Isle ofMan. A
comprehensive search ofthe area around Snaefel1 Mountain was undertaken but no evidence of any
light aircraft was discovered.
Draft Answer
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On 14 January 2001,a military Search and Rescue helicopter from RAF
comprehensive search of the area around Snaefell
\
light aircraf7\".Mothing was found as a result of the search.
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Ministrv of Defence
FRIDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton CB KCB(-NOTFOUND-)(CB)

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government, further to the Written Answer by the
Baroness Symons of Verham Dean on 25th January (WA 22)which stated that
radar data are only retained for 30 days and paper records for three yearS, why
RAF Watton was able to confinn in writing to a member of the public in 1989
that they had a record of an Unidentified Flying Object report over RAF
Bentwaters, timed at 3.25 am on 28th December 1980. (HL730)

Minister replying Lord Bach
As a general nlle recorded radar data is retained for 30 days before being reused
and Air Traffic Control Watch Logs are destroyed after three years. Our
searches have not revealed examples of any archived letters between RAF
Watton and members ofthe public on the subject in question dating from 1989. I
am,therefore, unable to comment on the correspondence to which the Noble
Lord refers.

11 October 01

PQ Ref 0534M
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To ask HMG further to W A 22 January) which state at radar data are only retained
atton was able to confirm in
for 30 days and paper records for three years, why
writing to a member oftbe public in 1989 tbat tbey d a record of an Unidentified Flying
Object report over RAF Bentwaters, timed at 3.25 m on 28 December 1980.

Draft Answer

As a general rule recorded radar data. retained for 30 days before being reused and Air Traffic
Control Watch Logs are destroye fier three years. Our searches have not revealed examples of
Watton and members ofthe public on the subject in question
any archived letters between
dating from 1989. I am,th efore, unable to comment on the correspondence to which the Noble
Lord refers.

0534M

To ask HMG further to WA 22 (25January)which stated that radar data are only retained
for 30 days and paper records for three years, why RAF Watton was able to confirm in
writing to a member of the public in 1989 that they had a record of an Unidentified Flying
Object report over RAF Bentwaters, timed at 3.25 am on 28 December 1980.

Draft Answer
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As a general rule recorded radar data is retained for 30 days before being reused and Air Traffic
e~tQ
Control Watch Logs are destroyed after three ear
correspondence referred.t..o_tll’rqul:1;tton- searches have not revealed examples of any archived
letters between RAP Watton and members ofthe public qn the subject in question dating from
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To ask HMG further to W A 22 (25January)which stated that radar data are only retained
for 30 days and paper records for three years, why RAF Watton was able to confirm in
writing to a member of the public in 1989 that they had a record of an Unidentified Flying
Object report over RAF Bentwaters, timed at 3.25
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Background

RAF Watton, a military Air Traffic Control Unit and part ofthe eastern radar, closed in
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Lord Hill-Norton’s question in January 2001 (WA 22 of25 January) addressed the subject ofradar
Ops,
member
and
Watton
to
between
RAF
a
reference
makes
correspondence
now
He
records generally.
ofthe public in 1989. It is possible that he is referring tq correspondence said to have taken place

between Nicholas Redfern and RAF Watton that is p’rint d in MrRedfern’s book "A Covert Agenda
- The British Government’s UFO Top Secrets Exposed", published in 1997. The authenticity ofthe
letter from RAF Watton has not been verified.
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-

The answer to the peer’s question inJanuary is correct. Although it is always possible that an
individual record may be kept, as a general rule recorded radar data is retained for 30 days before
being reused and Air Traffic Control Watch Logs are destroyed after three years. In an attempt to
trace the papers to which the peer may refer, further enquires have been made but have failed to
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trace archived files of correspondence between RAFW tton and members ofthe public on the
-,
1989.’Files
from that period no\\! lodged with the Defence Records
subject in question dating from
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Archives relate largely to estate matters.
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Service level or a military officer at one-star level or above who is responsible for ensuring
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.
Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.
Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton CB KCB

QUESTION
To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government, further to the Written Answer
by the Baroness Symons of Verham Dean on 25th January (WA 22)which stated that radar data are
only retained for 30 days and paper records for three years, why RAF Watton was able to confirm in
writing to a member of the public in 1989 that they had a record of an Unidentified Flying Object
over RAF Bentwaters, timed at 3.25 am on 28th December 1980. (HL730)
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JUSt a small parr of a very large jigsaw. Shortly before the UFO was seen
at close quarters in Rendlesharn Forest, its movements were tracked in
the East Anglian skies by staff at RAF Watton, Norfolkls Not without
some personal risk, one member ofstaff at Watton entrusted East Anglian
author, Paul Begg, with the details.
Begg’s informant had not been on duty on the night of the encounter
but a colleague had, and it was this person’s account that finally reached
Begg. According to the source, an unidentified target had been picked
up by the radar operators at the base and was cracked heading towards
Suffolk, specifically a region co the east of Ipswich. The target was duly
reported to other facilities, both civilian and military, and was checked
against all known air movements. No identification was forthcoming; the
target was uncorrelared.
So far as is known, the base rook no further part in rhe encounter
(although it was generally known thar other bases had rracked the UFO’s
movements),yet within days representatives from the US Air Force arrived
at the base and removed all of the relevant radar tapes.J6
Those radar tapes have not resurfaced, at least not outside official
channels. However, Squadron Leader E.E. Webster of RAF Watton has
admitted to me that the base was implicated in rhe later encounter of
December 28: ’Our log book for rhe period does indeed say that a UFO
was reported to us by RAF Benrwarers ar 0325 GMT on 28 December
1980 but rhat is all the information we
Having been informed of rhis, I was derermined to resolve the issue, and
was later given rhe actual details ofWarron’s log entry wrirren at the rime,
which reads as follows: ’Benrwaters Command Posr contacted Eastern
Radar and requested information of aircraft in the area UA3? traffic
southbound UFO sightings at Bentwaters. They are taking reporting
18 To clarify, ’UA37’ refers to ’Upper Air Route,
Upper Amber
which runs approximarely north-sourh some forty miles east of
Benrwarers and is used by civilian airliners.J 9
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An intriguing account, which may well be related to the Rendlesham affair,
comes from Graham Birdsall, one ofBritain’s leading UFO researchers and
editor of UFO Magazine. Birdsall’s source of nformation is George Wild,
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Written Answers
Chinook Helicopter Mk II: Conversion

Training

Lord Chalfont asked Her Majesty’s Government:
When tbe Chinook helicopter simulator training
facility and its related training programme
upgraded to cater for the Mk. II version ofwere
the
helicopter; and when Flight Lieutenants Tapper and
Cook completed their upgraded
training
programme.

[Hl324}

The Mirster ofState,Ministry ofDefence
(Baroness
Symons of Vernham Dean): The reconfiguration
ofthe
Chinook simulator to Mk2 standard was
completed
in
the last quarter of 1993. The instructing
training
staff
of the Operational Conversion Flight had
completed
conversion to the Mk2 version in August
1993.
Flt Lt Tapper and FIt Lt Cook
conversion training programmes on 28completed their
February 1994
and 17 March 1994 respectively.

European Security and Defence Policy:
Intelligence Management
Lord Shore of Stepney asked Her
Majesty’s
Government:
What are the commitments which the United
Kingdom has entered into, under the European
Security and Defence Policy, for the
gathering,
analysis and distribution ofinteHigence material
for
European Union purposes.

[HL405]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean:
European Council at Nice, EU member statesAt the
agreed
the terms of reference of the ED M
Staff,
tary
which
would perform "early warning, situation
assessment
and strategic planning for Petersberg tasks".
To carry out this task the staff will rely on
appropriate national and multinational intelligence
capabilities. The detailed arrangements for
intelligence material will be subject to handling
safeguards and will take full account ofstringent
existing
national and multinational agreements.

~ ~
Rendlesham Forest Incident

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
Whether they are aware of any
involvement by
Special Branch personnel in the investigation
of the
1980 Rendlesham Forest incident.
[HUG3]

~ ~.

Baroness Symons ofVemham Dean:Special
officers may have been aware ofthe incident butBranch
would
not have shown an
was evidence of
II
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a potential threat to national security.
No such interest
appears to have been shown.

Thursday, 25th January 2001.

in~:er’e.~~:t1~ ;ri’~:t~ere’
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Lord Hill-Norton aked Her Majesty’s
Government:
Whether personnel from Porton Down
Rendlesham Forest or the area surroundingvisited
RAF
Walton in December 1980 or January
1981;
and
whether they are aware of any tests
carried
OUt
in
either of those two areas aimed at
assessing
any
nuclear, biological or chemical hazard.
[HLJOIJ
Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean:The
staff at the
De{ef.lce Evaluation and Research
Agency
Chemical and Biological Defence (CBD) (DERA)
at Porton Down have made a thorough laboratories
archives and have found no record of search oftheir
any such visits.
Lord HiD-Norton asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
Whether they are aware of any uncorrelated
targets tracked on radar in November or
1980; and whether they will give details ofDecember
any such
incidents.
[HL302]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: Records
dating
from 1980 no longer exist. Paper records
are retained
for a period of three years before
destroyed.
Recordings of radar data are retainedbeing
for
a
thirty days prior to re-use of the recording period of
medium.

*’

Objects-i<"

Unidentified Flying
Lord HiD-Norton asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
What is the highest classification that
applied to any Ministry of Defence has been
concerning Unidentified Flying Objects. document

[HL304]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: A
limited
search through available files has identified
of documents graded Secret. The overall a number
classification
ofthe documents was not dictated by details
ofspecific
sightings of "UFOs".

Arms Brokering and Trafficking: Licensing
Lord Hylton asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
When they expect to implement licensing
for arms
brokering and trafficking, which they
announced
at
last year’s Labour Party Conference.
(HL3431

The Minister for Science, Department of
Industry (Lord Sainsbury of Turville): Trade and
licensing controls on arms brokering and The new
trafficking
announced last September will be introduced
under
new powers on trafficking and
brokering to be
contained in an Export Control Bill; The
Speech announced that the Government will Queen’s
publish
this Bill in draft during this session of
Parliament. Full
details of the new controls
proposed on arms

~
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Ministry of Defence
THURSDAY 18 OCTOBER 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton CB KCB(-NOTFOUND-)(CB)

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether, followg an allegation contained in
a memorandum dated 13th January 1981 hy Lieutenant Colonel Halt ofthe
United States Air Forces that a glowing metallic triangular object had landed in
Rendlesham Forest in December 1980,Lieutenant Colonel Halt was questioned
about the incident; if not, why not; and whether military radar indicated that a
structured craft was involved. (HL744)

Minister replying Lord Bach

I would refer the Noble Lord to my answer to his question 0532. There is no
indication, from the papers held on file, that MOD raised any further questions
with Lt Col Halt following receipt of his merri randum in 1981 and I am unaware
of the reason for this. MOD records from the.same period document no evidence
of unusual radar returns.

11 October 01

PQ Ref 0533M
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To ask HMG whether, following an allegation containe~a memorandum dated 13 January
object had landed in
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1981 by LT Col Halt of the USAF that a glowing
Rendlesham Forest in December 1980,Lt Col Hal was questioned about the incident; if not,
why not; and whether military radar indicated at a structured craft was involved.

Draft Answer

I would refer the Noble Lord to my’ nswer to his question 0532. There is no indication, from the
papers held on file, that MOD r ’sed any further questions with Lt Col Halt following receipt ofhis
unaware ofthe reason for this. Mob records trom the same period
memorandum in 1981 and I
document no evidence of usual radar returns.
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0533M Lord Hill-Norton

To ask HMG whether, following an allegation contained in a memorandum dated 13 January
1981 by LT Col Halt ofthe USAF that a glowing metallic triangular object had landed in
Rendlesham Forest in December 1980,Lt Col Halt was questioned about the incident; if not,
why not; and whether military radar indicated that a structured craft was involved.
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Draft Answer
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to my answer to his question 0532. There is no indication, from
the papers held on file, that MOD raised any further questions with Lt Col Halt following receipt of

I would

1981,
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reasons for this.MOD records from the
his memorandum in
same period document no evidence of unusual radar returns.
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0533M Lord Hill-Norton

To ask HMG whether, following an allegation contained in a memorandum dated 13 January
of the USAF that a glowi~etallic triangular object had landed in
1981
questioned about the incident; if not,
Rendlesham Forest in December 1980,Lt Col
that
a
indicated
structured
radar
craft was involved.
why not; and whether military

by~Halt
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Background

JLord Hill-Norton appears to be asking, indirectly, ifthere is any record ofMOD having questioned
Lieutenant Colonel

Halt. There is no indication from the papers available on file, and supplied to

Lord Hill-Norton, that MOD raised any question with the Lieutenant Colonel following receipt of
his memorandum in 1981. Following the answer of .his question in January (WA 22 of25 January),
the supplying of papers to him in May 2001 and subsequently inOctober (DP4206 and 4281), the
peer will also be aware that MOD holds no evidenceiofunusual radar returns.
,.

Draft Answer
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I would refer the Lord Hill-Norton to
the papers held on file,

his memorandum in

1981,

returns.
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Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.

Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton CB KCB

QUESTION
To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether, following an allegation
contained in a memorandum dated 13th January 1981 by Lieutenant Colonel Halt of the United States
Air Forces that a glowing metallic triangular object had landed in Rendlesham Forest in December
1980, Lieutenant Colonel Halt was questioned about the incident; if not, why not; and whether military
radar indicated that a structured craft was involved. (HL744)
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_AS4A1(SEC)
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To:

QUESTIONS CLERK2 on behalf of PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS
DAS4A1 (SEC)
11 October 2001 12:14
Read: PQs from Lord Hill-Norton

Sent:
Subject:
Your message

To:
Subject:

Sent:

PARilAMENTARY QUESTIONS

PQs from Lord Hill-Norton
11/10/0112:10

was read on 11/10/0112:14.

1

TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY

Ministrv of Defence
THURSDAY 18 OCTOBER 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton CD KCD(-NOTFOUND-)(CR)

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Govemment whether the United States Air Force
investigated and photographed a site in Rendlesham Forest where it was alleged
that an Unidentified Flying Object had landed in December 1980; whether the
photographs depicted an indentation where the object might have landed; and
whether they have a copy ofthe report and photographs arising from the
investigation. (HL7 43)

Minister replying Lord Bach

The only USAF material held by MOD is that written by Lieutenant Colonel Holt
on 13 January 1981 consequent upon his investigation ofthe incident in
Rendlesham Forest. The MOD has no evidence of any other official
investigation or documentation.

11 October 01

PQ Ref 0532M

BACKGROUND NOTE

Lord Hill-Norton, Chief of the Defence Staff from 1971 to 1973,has a long
standing interest in ’UFOs’.

During 2001 the Peer has tabled eleven PQs and written six items ofMinisterial
Correspondence for answer by MOD Ministers on the subject of a well known
’UFO’sight ng in Rendlesham Forest, SuffoJk in December 1980. His most
recent letters on the subject are dated 20 and 22 September (DP4206 and 4281).
He has now tabled for answer by MOD three further questions relating to events
in Rendlesham Forest in 1980; two other questions, relating to prison records for
the period, are for answer by the Home Office.

PQ 0532 -

A note held on file and a defensive press line, produced in 1983,record that,
once the initial report from Lieutenant Colonel Halt had been sent to MOD,the
US authorities carried out no further investigation. There is no mention, in the
documentation held by MOD,of any offical photographs having been taken.
Lord Hill-Norton has, of course, recently supplied photographs and a CD to the
Minister. The status ofthis material is not known.

PQ 0533 Lord Hill-N rton appears to be asking, indirectly, if there is any record of MOD
There is no indication from the
having questioned Lieutenant Colonel
papers available on file, and’supplied to Lord Hill...Norton, that MOD raised any
question with the Lieutenant Colonel following receipt of his memorandum in
Following the answer of his question in January (WA22 of25 January),
the supplying of papers to him in May 2001 and subsequently in October (DP
4206 and 4281), the Peer will also be aware that MOD holds no evidence of
unusual radar retunlS.

Halt.

.

1981.

PQ 0534 -

A question tabled by Lord Hill-Norton in January 2001 (WA 22 of25 January)
addressed the subject ofradar records generally. He now makes reference to
correspondence between RAF Watton and a member ofthe public in 1989. It is
possible that he is referring to correspondence said to have taken place between
Nicholas Redfenl and RAF Watton that is printed in Mr Redfern’s book "A
Covert Agenda - The British Govenllnent’s UFO Top Secrets Exposed",

~-Lord Hill-Norton
To ask HMG whether the USAF investigated and photographed a site in Rendlesham Forest
where it was alleged that an Unidentified Flying Object had landed in December 1980;
whether the photographs depicted an indentation where the object might have landed; and
whether they have a copy of the report and photographs arising from the investigation.

Draft Answer

The only USAF material held by MOD is that written by Lieutenant Colonel Holt on 13 January
1981 consequent upon his investigation ofthe incident in Rendlesham Forest. The MOD has no
evidence of any other official investigation or documentation.

-

0532M Lord Hill-Norton

To ask HMG whether the USAF investigated and hotographed a site i Rendlesham Forest
where it was alleged that an Unidentified Flying Object had landed in December 1980;
whether the photographs depicted an indentation where the object might have landed; and
whether they have a copy of the report and photographs arising from the investigation.

Draft Answer
/4
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official investigation. The memorandum from Lieutenant
Colonel Halt, dated 13 January 1981, reporting events in Rendlesham Forest in December 1980, is
the only.o8meial document supplied by the United States Air Force to MOD.
dep:;u;t eflt is not aware ofany
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DfDAS/64/4
3 October 2001

Ministerial CorresDondence Unit
through DAS AD (LA)

-’-

MINISTERIAL CORRESPONDENCE - DP 4206 AND DP 4281 THE LORD HILLNORTON
1. This year Lord Hill-Norton has tabled eleven PQs and written five items ofMinisterial

Correspondence for answer by MOD Ministers on the subject ofa well known ’UFO’sighting
in Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk in December 1980. In an answer dated 16 May to two of his
letters, Minister (DP)’s predecessor sent the peer a number of papers on the Rendlesham Forest

incident.
2.

Lord HiIl-Norton’s tW9latest lette,rs on the subject (of20and 22 September and signed on his
behalf by his Secretary), challenges the view that there was no evidence to substantiate an event
of defence concern and includes a copy of a short press article he cites as being relevant.

3.

The Department’s interest in reports of ’unexplained’ aerial sigI1tings is to establish whether
there is anything that might be of defence significan’ce, such as hostile air activity in UK
airspace. (Anevent that has "no d fence significance" is one that is regarded as presenting no
direct military threat against sovereign territory.) As part ofthe MOD assessment ofreports,
contact is made as necessary with appropriate Departmental experts. To our knowledge in
1981, any report from a Service source received in MOD would have been passed as a matter of
course to air defence experts, to assess whether there was anything that might be of defence
concern. Until 2000 this would have included the Directorate ofIntelligence Scientific and
Technical (DIST). Towards the end of2000 DIST decided that these reports were of no
intelligence interest and should no longer be senno them.

4.

The peer queries the answer to a PQ tabled by him in 1997 on the subject ofradiation readings

(Flag A), however, the internal minute written at the time (Flag B)shows that no assessment
was made ofthe normal levels ofbackground radiation in Rendlesham Forest.

r’

DP 4206 & 4281
October 2001

Thank you for the letters of20 and 22 September in which you have raised further questions
concerning an event in Rendlesham Forest in 1980.

You challenge the conclusion that there was no evidence to substantiate an event ofdefence
concern. Reports ofunexplained aerial sightings have been and are currently copied, if deemed
appropriate, to those within the Ministry ofDefence (MOD)with an interest in air defence matters.
The papers on Rendlesham Forest indicate that the memorandum sent by Lt Col Halt to the RAF
Liaison Officer at RAF Bentwaters was one ofthose papers about which further enquiries were
made and that MOD concluded there was nothing of defence interest in the event.

You refer to WA 169, answered on 14 October 1997; Departmental minutes produced in the months
following the receipt ofLt Col Halt’s memorandum indicate that while some basic enquiries were
made and speculative opinion offered, no full assessment was made ofthe radiation readings. An
offer to undertake enquiries is recorded in the papers but there is no indication that this was taken
up.

I am unable to answer your questions concerning General Gabriel; there is no evidence offurther
analysis by the USAF in the papers held by MOD.
In her letter of 16 May 2001, my predecessor mentioned that she was attaching a number ofpapers
on the event in Rendlesham Forest. These papers were the ones that had recently been supplied to a
member ofthe public on request under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.
Five papers had been withheld from that individual, under Code exemptions. That person has
recently appealed against the decision and two ofthe papers are being released to that individual;
copies ofthose papers are now attached to this letter. The three remaining papers comprise an
exchange of letters between an MP and a Minister, a mi ute between an official and a Minister’s
office, with a suggested Parliamentary Question response and background note, and a duplicate
copy ofthe front page ofthe official’s minute I have just mentioned. These papers are to continue
to be withheld under Exemption 2 ofthe Code ofPractice, "whose disclosure would harm the

,.....-

~.frankness and candour ofinternal discussion", You will I am sure appreciate that, notwithstanding
the unclassified nature ofthe papers, advice to Ministers is generally not made widely available
even within the Department to officials and members ofthe Services unless they have a need to
know the exact nature ofthe exchange. I should like to continue to maintain this convention in this
instance and, therefore, have not instructed that the papers be attached to this letter.

In conclusion, I would like to thank you for sending me a copy ofthe article in the Ipswich Evening

Star.

THE LORD BACH
Admiral ofthe Fleet the Lord Hill-Norton GCB

,

-

\,1I 0532M Lord Hill-Norton

To ask HMG whether the USAF investigated and photographed a site in Rendlesham Forest
where it was alleged that an Unidentified Flying Object had landed in December 1980;
whether the photographs depicted an indentation where the object might have landed; and
whether they have a copy of the report and photographs arising from the investigation.
Background
note held on file and a defensive press line, produced in 1983, record that, once the initial report
from Lieutenant Colonel Halt had been sent to MOD,the US authorities carried out no further

/ A

-

investigation. There is no mention, in the documentation held by MOD,ofany official photographs
having been taken. Lord Hill-Norton has, ofcourse, recently supplied photographs and a CD to the
Minister. The status ofthis material is not known.
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The memorandum from Lieutenant Colonel Halt, dated 13 January 1981, reporting events in
by the United
Rendlesham Forest in December 1980, is the only official
States Air Force to MOD.
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LORDS WRITTEN PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION URGENTACTION REQUIRED

DATE FOR RETURN
PQ REFERENCE
PQ TYPE
MINISTER REPLYING
LEAD BRANCH:
COpy ADDRESSEE(S)
MDP See

12:00 ON 11 October 2001
PQ 0532M

LORDS WRITTEN

-NOTFOUNDSEC (AS)

DI(See)
Defence Estates
CS HQ Strike Cmd
D AIR RP
The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil
level or above who is responsible for ensuring
Service level or a military officer at
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.

one-star

Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.
Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton cn KCn

QUESTION
To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether the United States Air
Force investigated and photographed a site in Rendlesham Forest where it was alleged that an
Unidentified Flying Object had landed in December 1980; whether the photographs depicted an
indentation where the object might have landed; and whether they have a copy of the report and
photographs arising from the investigation. (HL743)
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DP 4206 & 4281
October 2001
Thank you for the letters of20 and 22 September in which you have raised further questions
concerning events in Rendlesham Forest in 1980.

You challenge the judgement that there was no evidence to substantiate an event ofdefence
concern; the information recorded in papers generated early in 1981 does, however, support that

conclusion. With regard to your point about radiation readings, while Departmental minutes
indicate that some basic enquiries were made and speculative opinion offered, no full assessment
was made ofthe readings. An offer to undertake further enquiries is recorded in the papers but
there is no indication that this was taken up.

I regret that I am unable to answer your questions concerning General Gabriel; there is no evidence
of further analysis by the USAF in the papers held by MOD.
In her letter of 16 May 2001, my predecessor mentioned that she was attaching a number ofpapers
on the events in Rendlesham Forest. The papers were ones that had recently been supplied to a
member ofthe public on request under the Code ofPractice on Access to Government Information
and five documents had been withheld, under Code exemptions. That person has recently appealed
against the decision and two ofthe papers are being released to that individual; copies are now
attached to this letter. The three remaining papers comprise an exchange ofletters between an MP
and a Minister, a minute between an official and a Minister’s ffice, with a suggested Parliamentary
Question response and background note, and a duplicat copy ofthe front page ofthe official’s
minute I have just mentioned. These papers will continue to be withheld under Exemption 2 ofthe
Code ofPractice, "whose disclosure would harm the frankness and candour ofinternal discussion".

You will I am sure appreciate that, notwithstanding the unclassified nature ofthe documents, advice
to Ministers is generally not made widely available even within the Department to officials and
members ofthe Services unless they have a need to know the exact nature ofthe exchange. I
should like to continue to maintain this convention in this instance and, therefore, have not
instructed that the papers be attached to this letter.

In conclusion, I would like to thank you for sending me.a copy ofthe article in the Ipswich Evening
Star.

THE LORD BACH
Admiral ofthe Fleet the Lord Hill-Norton GCB

DAS4A(SEC)
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

System Administrator
PARLIAMENTARY ENQUIRIES
04 October 2001 18:33
Delivered: DP4206 (FORMERLYAF4206) and DP4281 the Lord Hill-Norton
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Your message

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Sent:

PARUAMENTARY ENQUIRIES.
DAS4A1A(SEC)
DP4206 (FORMERLY AF4206) and DP4281- the Lord Hill-Norton
04/10/01 18:33

was delivered to the following recipient(s):

PARLIAMENTARY ENQUIRIES on 04/10/01 18:33
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Written Answers

{l4.0CTOBER

Lieutenant Colonel Charles Halt:
Memorandum

.I;. orti HiII.Nortog

asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether the Ministry of Defence replied to the
1981 memorandum from Lieutenant Colonel Charles
Halt, which reported the presence of an unidentified
craft that had landed in close proximity to RAF
Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge, witnessed by
United States Air Force personnel; and if not. why
not; and
How the radiation readings reported to the Ministry
of Defence by Lieutenant Colonel Charles Halt in his
memorandum dated 13 January 1981 compare to the
normal levels of background
radiation in
Rendelsham Forest

Lord Gilbert: The memorandum, which reported
observations of unusual lights in the sky, was assessed
by staff in the MoD responsible for air defence matters.
Since the judgment was that it contained nothing of
defence significance, no further action was taken.
There is no record of any official assessment of the
radiation readings reported by Lieutenant Colonel
From a Defence perspective some 16t years after the
alleged events, there is no requirement to carry out such
an assessment now.

Halt.

Joint Services Command and Staff College
Lord Kennet asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether the site at Camberley, in favour of which
the Greenwich site was rejected for the JSCSC. is to
be cleared of asbestos, and, if so, at what cost; why
was the presence of asbestos not ascertained before
plans to move the JSCSC there were finalised and
then changed; and what plans do the Ministry of
Defence have for the Camberley site once it has been
cleared of asbestos; and
Why, given that the consultation document on the
future location of the JSCSC that was issued in
January 1995 did not address the possibility of setting
the college up on a greenfield site, there has been no
consultation on the Shrivenham option; and
What is the anticipated total cost of the
accommodation for the JSCSC until the work on
Shrivenham is completed, and what date is being
required for completion; and
Whether the anticipated overall cost to the taxpayer
of the PFI scheme currently being considered for the
new site of the JSCSC will be declared to
Parliament; and
Further to the Written Answers by Lord Gilbert on
21 July (WA 147-148) on the future of the Joint
Services Command and Staff College (JSCSC),
whether apart from the provision of married
accommodation, the Greenwich site would be at least

interi~

noo

million cheaper than accommodation at the
proposed greenfield site at Shrivenham; and whether
the cost of the Shrivenham site is expected to be
around f500 million.

. .~

1997J.

WA /70

Written Answers

Lord Gilbert: I am advised that the asbestos
identified at the Camberley site presents no threat to
health if left undisturbed. Its removal would be
if buildings were to be demolished. which was the case
when the JSCSC was to have been based at Camberley.
At that stage it was estimated that survey and removal
together would cost no more than
The presence
of asbestos was not the reason for exploring a PFI
solution for the
Until a decision is reached on
the future use of the Camberley site, it is not clear
whether action will be needed to deal with the asbestos.
It remains our intention to identify a fitting and
appropriate military use for the historic Staff Col1ege
building at Camberley and work is currently under way

f’\?. f..

~~

require(MB~-’

f87K.

JSCSc.

to this end.

Although the January 1995 Consultative Document
did not consider greenfield sites for the permanent
JSCSC, for the reasons given in.paragraph 9 of the
Document. the two further Consultative Documents of
March 1996 and July 1996 indicated, inter alia. that
interim arrangements would last for two years, that
proposals for the permanent site would be dealt with
separately, and that work in hand "to determine the best
way of providing (a permanent JSCSC), on a site yet
to be identited. includes a development under Private
Finance Initiative (PFI) arrangements". Since then, the
trades unions have been informed of the choice of a PFI
Preferred Bidder and provided with extracts from the
Invitation To Negotiate which are currently under
discussion. In accordance with normal procedures. staff
will be consulted again, after a contract has been placed.
about the possible transfer arrangements for civilian
staff working at interim sites.
The anticipated total cost of the JSCSC in its interim
accommodation is approximately no million over the
period 1996-97 to 1999-2000. The required completion
date for the permanent JSCSC, as given in the published
Statement of Requirement, is September 1999.
The estimated total, undiscounted and V AT
inclusive, cost of the PFI contract over a 30-year period
is approximately f500 million at current prices. This
information was widely reported at the time of the
announcement of the Preferred Bidder, and given out in
another place on 26 February in response to a specific
question. This estimate excludes the ongoing costs of
MoD-provided teaching and directing staff of around
f I 0 million per annum.
The last time that Greenwich costs were subjected to
formal assessment was around the end of 1994. The
results of this assessment were published in the
Consultative Document of January 1995. These showed
the Greenwich option, leaving aside the cost of
providing the necessary married accommodation, to be
more than 25 percent. more expensive than the
Camberley option. There is no evidence to suggest that,
if the costs of the Greenwich option were revisited, they
would prove anything other than significantly more
expensive than both the Camberley option and the
Preferred Shrivenham Bid submitted in the course of the

PFI competition.
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DAS4A(SEC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DIISEC SEC7
01 October 2001 15:59

DAS4A(SEC)
Lord Hill-Norton letter

I apologise for failing to address the issue of a DIS member briefing Ministers on the Rendlesham Forest incident.
We suggest the following line to take:
As the incident took place over twenty years ago, it is not of current intelligence interest and we therefore see no
necessity to brief the Minister.
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Firstly, to hold open, comprehensive, secrecy-free hearings
to take military/agency witness testimony on events and
evidence relating to an Extraterrestrial presence on and
around Earth. Anyone, whether they are a member of the
public or in the Armed Forces is able to report a sighting
to the Ministry of Defence and their report will be examined
in light of our defence interest as detailed above. There
is therefore no need to hold ’hearings to take witness
testimony’ on these events.

Secondly, to hold open hearings on advanced energy and
propulsion systems, relating to extraterrestrial phenomena
that, when publicly released, will provide solutions to
global environmental challenges. These technologies which
may now be sequestered behind the National Security Act.
To date the Ministry of Defence knows of no evidence which
substantiates the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial
lifeforms. We are therefore unable to comment on ’advanced
energy and propulsion systems’ which we do not know exist.
Thirdly, to enact legislation which will ban all spacedbased weapons, and to enact and implement international
treaty and legal standards prohibiting the weaponisation of
space. The United Kingdom’s position on the military use of
space is clear. The Outer Space Treaty places some
important limitations on military activity in space,
prohibiting the deploYment of weapons of mass destruction
and military activity on the moon and other celestial
bodies. But we do not wish to see a general prohibition on
the military use of space. For example, the 1998 Strategic
Defence Review confirmed a continuing need for secure
satellite communications for the armed forces. We
recognise, however, there are issues that countries wish to
discuss on space and we support the further consideration of
Outer Space by the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva to
identify whether there are substantive issues on which
further work could be done.
Forthly, to enact comprehensive legislation to research,
develop and explore space peacefully and co-operatively with
all cultures on Earth and in space. I have explained above
our position on the military use of space. While we remain
open minded, we know of no evidence to substantiate the
existence of extraterrestrial lifeforms and therefore are
unable to comment on our future co-operation with these
alleged beings.
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3 . To enact legislation which will ban all spaceq-based weapons, and to enact and

implement international treaty and legal standard"prohibiting the weaponisation of
space.

The United Kingdom’s position on the military use of space is clear. The Outer Space
Treaty places some important limitations on military activity in space, prohibiting the
deployment ofweapons of mass destruction and military activity on the moon and
other celestial bodies. But we do not wish to see a general prohibition on the military

use of space. For example, the 1998 Strategic Defence Review confirmed a

continuing need for secure satellite communications for the armed forces. We
recognise, however, there are issues that countries wish to discuss on space and we

support the further consideration of Outer Space by the Conference on Disarmament
in Geneya to identifY whether there are substantive issues on which further work

could be done.

4. To enact comprehensive legislation to research, develop and explore space

peacefully and co-operatively with all cultures on Earth and in ,\pace.

I have explained above our position on the military use of space. While we remain
open minded, we know cif no evidence to substantiate the existence ofextraterrestrial

Jifeforms and therefore are unable to comment on our future co-operation with these
alleged beings.
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Finally, I must say that my Department has no expertise or role in respect ofthe
existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms. We are aware that many people

have claimed to have experienced various phenomena and we remain open-minded.

I hope this explains the situation.

THE RT RON GEOFFREY ROON MP

The Rt Ron John Redwood MP
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Nick Pope: British Ministry of Defense Official

"I believe; that govt:mmcnlS and the military, and indeed pnvat researchers, politicianswhoever- should place everything in the public domain on this issue. Governments can’t,I
think,have it both ways. You cannot say on the one hand,as the party line ofte.n goes, that
UFOs are of no defense significance,and then on the other keep back: some of the data.
"Yousimply can’t do that. You havcto have it onc way orthe other. And iI,as governments
consistently say when rJ e politicians probe on this issue or when the media inquire, that theres
really nothing to wony about,then okay,lets see all the data."

!.:Arry W:UrelJ: US Air Force,Security Officer
"We were gone over with a Geiger counter and thero was one return on one of the guys,and
something was t ken out of his pocket This guy was removed very quickly. And,I will swear
on my life, 1 never saw him again. He was removed.This happen<<i to II lot of people. It led to
a suicide that the Air Force is responsible for. This is a real person with a real name...
"We were brought in and thert were she.e1S on top oftne law enforoement desk. There were
about 10 of us. And thef1:. were one, two,three,four,five,six,seven stacks ofdocumenl$,
typed. One was a pre-typed statement,all generic, of what we saw which was not what we
saw.It said we wcre off-duty and saw only unknown lights flipping amongst the trees. I clearly
remember that. I said,what if we don’t sign this, Major Zigler? And,be says, you l ave no
d\oice. And,he says,1 have no choice but to :ask you to do this...

p~

-

us,.

"Twopeople came up behind uch of and I do remember someone heading toward him,and
I heard the sound of what sounded like an aerosol. And,I went black. My nose ran profusely
and my chest got tight. I,obviously,w:as not geuing into the car properly,so I was beaten,
literally hit in the ribs and pushed... Anyway,I ha.ve 20 minutes of recall and I’m gone for a
day. And,it’s established with other people. People said I was on emergency leave or on leave
or off the base. But 1 was just under the base. And,there were other personnel down there.

"...1 had marks, by the way,from an IV,or something,when I came out of there.I had the
terrified to know or
I had
broise and I had a bandage. r wit! admit that.That’s for
think of what might have happened...

rea!.

it. I’m

"The only reason I have my records is because I was advised to steal some of them,by an Air
Force Colonel,because he said they would vaporize you.He said,Ihey .lre going to fireproof
you. I was looked at, almost like a Frank Serpico kind of guy. 1 was not:l team player because
I was talking to everyo ...
"Unfortunately,my friend,Alabama,went AWOL trying to get back home. At O’&re
Ailport, he was captured by the FBI and retumed to duty immediately. All he wanted to do
was go home.But he was put back on flight duty. I was riding with the senior master Sergeant
on vehicle patrol.just totally depressed with everything,when Alabama called in this is a
real pelSon and said he was going to kill himself if he couldn’t go home.And, is guy
turned the pick-up truck: quick :md was heading toward the post. He said, you suy on the
goddamn r.adio... Isj\w 1111 the units across the fJight line responding and everything. Anyway,
Alabama had a short M16.and he put it in his mouth,and took the top of his head off. This
was the filS! time I ever saw death, violent death,at 19. We were as different as night and
me and this kid. You know,he was the south.I was the north. He was very religious. 1 respect
that. but we had nothing in common. He w:as a nice guy. And,they did nol do anything to help
us..."

-

-

d~y,

Sgt. CUlTon!Stone: US Army
"During the discU$Sion of UFOs,the question, ultimately, is going to come up, can any
government keep 5ccre15, let :alone the U.S. Government? And the answer to that is

’-’-’
even in the United States. They bad to know where I was alllhe time. As an
if we
went 10 Viellklm Ihere was always Someone there wilh us, with a gun,roady e>cample,
10 annihilate us
basically if we sbol1ld fall into the hands of Ihe enemy.They didn’t want the enemy to
get us;
we would be kiJIed instead.

"So we knew we wcre oP~lati g under Ulcse sort of C()nditions.
Your life was in jeopardy all
Ihe time,should you Call into the wrong hands. So We were aware of that. I
was told when I left
that I would be investigated on a regular basis 10 make Sure that I wasn’t
involved in any
peculiar activities thai didn’t suit the governments needs."

Ms.Donna Hart:NASA Employee
"There was a point in time when I h:ld some people come out and tell me I shouldn’t
!<Ilk about
this. They didn’l threaten to kill me but I got tbt message I shouldn’l
talk about But I’d
already talked about it so much it didn’t really mailer anymore.And like r said alit.the
congressional briefings, I really starred feeling like this lopic was like SeX.You know,{1997J
evetybody knew about it but nobody talked abOut in mixed company. r’m waiting
whenever there’s a congressional hearing wbere I could be protected. I trust Dr. to tell mOle
Greer.I feel
he:’s done everything he said he would do as far as protection,secrecy of what
I give l!im,for
now.I want it 10 come out when iI’s necessary and proper and can do some good. J don’t want
people going around that are [lying to get rid of tbese pe.ople or hurting thcm or challenging
them or making them so frighlened thcy move away-like this one particular
rI1al’\ I know of
who has just disappeared off the (ace of Ihe Earth. This one man, he has di.~appeare.d.1
just

don’t want that"

Mr.Jobn Maynard: DIA OfCiciai
"OfcorporationS involved in this mal/er, AUantic Research Corporation is
one of the ones.
So it’s not very often heard about.It’s an insider beltway bandit, if you want 10 call itbig
Ihat very
low profile, mostly has all of its work done within Intelligence.TRW,Jo1lnson Controls,
Honeywell: All of them at some point or anolher became involved with the
field.
Certain works,activities were contl’i1cted out to them.At13ntic Research wasIntelligence
one of them
way back.These are entities Ihat were acated out of people in the Pentagon to
a
’beltway bandit’ received projects, grants, and monies to do C rtain projects become
thai were so
highly classified and compartmenraJ led that you know only about four people would know
what was going on. So it was thai tightly controlled."

_

-

Dr.Robert Wood: McDonnell Douglas Aerospace Engineer
"Asyou m3Y know,when you get cleared Cor one of these cJlISSified programs wear
your
special badge and you know you can !<Ilk to anybody whos in the room with a you
lot of candor
and it feels like that’s ones psychological group--theres a 101 of camaraderie that builds
And you had acecss to special libraries. So one of the things thai we could do go up toup.
the
library that lhe Air Force ran and sort of paw lhrough top-secrel material. Since I wa.<;
interested in UFOs,when I had some usual business 10 take care of, I’d also look in their
library to see what they had on UFOs.And for about 8 year [ was getting quile a few hilS on
the subject about various reports. Then all of:1 sudden, the whole subject nuterial vaniMed.
The entire classification for the. subjecl just vanished. The librarian in our group lhar I was
working with said hc’d been in that vault for twenty yellS and lenew exadly how things were
normally done. He said,this is remarkable. He said,I’ve never seen mat before, you just don’
have a whole subject vanish out from under you. He said,l think Ihere is something there that
you hit on...

i.

"In the meantime,there was one other Ihing that came about as a result of my association with
Jim McDonald. I liked the guy; he was re.:,)ly an energetic physicist and wouldn’t
let ~lI’\y grass
grow under his
When he got a case he would dig his teeth into it and present an
overwhelmingly convincing Story to professional societies. He would talk to the American

feet.

-

-

that people have to lake. I know pe,ople today that worked on om: of the things Ihat I worked
on,and if you asked them about it even if it is being discussed on the Internet they
would MY no,! have no idea what you’re talking about,They ’re in Iheir seventies now,but Ihey
still absolutely would never admit that thc:y even know what you’re talking abouI, You have no
idea,but probably larger than you think."

it~

Astronaut Edgar Mitchell

"But it has been the subject of di$informa.tion in order to dcf1cct attention and to create
confusion so the truth doesn’t come out. Disinformation is simply anotber method at
stonewalling,And that’s been used oons s1Cntly for the last SO years or so: Weather baUoons
over Roswell as opposed to a crashed craft of some sort,That is disinformat on,We’ve seen
that for 50 years. And it’s the best way to hide something...

quasi-Govemmcnt

"Wha1Cver activity is going on,to the extent that it is a clandestine group,a
group,a quasi-private group,it is without any type, as far as I can te1l, of high level
Government ovelSight. And that is a great concern."

John Call3hao: FAA Head of Accidents and Investigations
’:..When they gol done,they actually swore aU these other guys in thcre tIuIt this never look
had this meeting. And this was never It’COrded...

place. We

ne-veT

"This was one of the guys from the CIA.Okay? That tbey were never there and this never
happened. At the time I said,well I don’t know why you are saying this. I mean,there WM
it’s a UFO.And if it’s 8
something there and if ii’s not the stealtb bomber,then you
UFO,why wouldn’t you want tbe people to know? Oh,they got all excited over that. You
don’t even wllnt to say those words. Hc said this is the first time they ever had 30 minutes of
onto Ihe data and to find out
radar data on a UFO.And they are all itching to get their
wlul it is and whal really goes on. He says if they come out and lold the American public that
they ran into a UFO out there, it would cause panic across the country. So therefore,you call’t
talk about And they are going to bike all this data...

kno....,

hand.$

it.

1h3.1

"Well when they read the reports came through the FAA decided it had to protect
themselves you can’t say you saw a tatget, even though Ihis is what he said. So they made
which makes it sound like it wasn’t really 3
him ebllnge his report to say ’position
Well if iI’s not II target then a lot of the other position symbols that we are separating
that,[ thought oh,there is something fishy
[on radar] aren’t targets either. And when I
here, that somebody is worried about something or otber and they are trying to cover up.

-

larget.

symbols,’

~d

"When the CIA told us that thi:; never happened and we never had this meeting,! believe it
was bec.1use they didn’t wantlhe public to know that this was going on.Normally we would
put out some type of a news releasc that sudt and such happened...

b~n

.Well,I’ve
involved in a Jot of cover.ups with the FAA. When we gave the presentation
to the Reagan staff 1 was behind the group that was Ihere.And when they were speaking to the
people in the room,they h3d all those peopk: swcar that Ihis never happened. But they never
had me swear it never hsppcned. And it always bothered me that we have these things going
on and when you see something or you hear something on th I’IIdio or TV,the news, that it’s
put down as it’s not there. [ have :a hard lime saying nothing...

Michael Smith: US Air Force Radar Controller

it.

-

"NORAD[North American Air Dcl’ense Command]knows IIboul They had called NORAD.
The senior NeO pulled me to Ihe side and said that NORAD knows about it th31’s Ihe only
peopJc we notify. We don’t talk 3bout this. We don’t teI! anybody about this. The people Ill3.t

’-

<.J

know know.We juS!watch,see what happens,and that’s it. Tluit’s ourjob.I insisted there has
to be a report filed or something filed, you know? And he said that there is a report that you
two pages are about the sighting.The rest of it
can file it’s about an inch thiclc, and the
is basically a psychological profile of you,your family,your bloodlines, everything.

-

fi~t

"When the Air FOlCe goes through iI, they can discredit you completely by eithersaying that
[you were] on drugs,or your mother was a communist,or anything to discredit you. You’d
never get a promotion,and [you’dJ spend the: next three and one-half years up at the Nonh
Pole,living in II tent,checking the weather balloons. You know no hope for promotion. So,
the message was prell)’ loud and clear: You just shut-up and don’t say anything to anybody...

-

"Another experience I had happened on third shift. I was on the radar, and NORAD caIled me
and informed me that there was a UfO coming up the C::1lifomia coast and it would be in my
area pretty soon.

"I said what do you want me to do? And they said,’Nolhing,just w.nch it, don’t write it
down: We have a log book in which we are supposed to ke.ep tr.!ck of anything out of the
ordinary.But they said,’Don’t Jog it or anything,just watch We are just lelling you know
heads
NORAD was well aware,obviously,lbat these UFOs were around,and the
action of the people when I first saw the UFO on mdar was as if it happens quite often."

it.

- up.’

"The gov~rnment,they cover up. l1tey don’I wan! anybody talking about it. But this is such
remarkable technology.These people come from who knows where.I would think you’d want

everybody to know...

-

"On a pelSonal nole,after the first event happened in Oregon,l came home on leave and told
my Dad about it. He was red,white, and blue through and through an old WWU hero and
alllhat, and very patriotic. I WftS explaining to him about these UFOs thsl we routinely see out
I’m saying, Dad,I’ve
there,and be: said,’No,the Government says that the~ arc no
seen these on I’IIdar with my own eyes. And he says,come on,the Government would never lie
to him.You know? But here’s his son;I would never lie to him.

UFOs.’

nso, he just didn’t know what to do. It wasn’t unlil years later, until afte.r Watergate, that he
said,’Hey,sit down and tell me about this. The Government is lying to me about a little thing
like Watergate,so obviously they an: out lying about something big.’

i~

"II’s a Government cover-up that doesn’t need to be here any more.There no more Q,ld
War. I believe the same thing Dr.Greer does, that the tecl1nology Ihey have could enable us to
stop burning our fossil fuels and stop the damage 10 the ozone,etc.These people have
technologies they must have something.And the GovemmeJ\1 knows about They have
Ihese aliens, they have these spacecraft, they have this technology, aU this. There’s a lot of
back-engineered technology,that’s pretty obvious. Who are they to cover tJlis up wJlen other
Go\lemmc-nts are coming forward,admitting,and showing their files why isn’l our

-

it.

-

Government?"

Franklin Carter: US Navy Radar Technician

"They didn’t want anybody to know anything about what we were seeing. And I think thaI
statted the cover-up. And then it got oul of hand,
"But I know that the only peopre: that they are keeping it SCctCt from today :ire the Americans.
Everybody else knows about it and ac pts And aU of the other Governments in the world
primarily, are accepting iI.
except England and the

U.s.

it.

"It’s very irritating to me pelSonally, to see that go on."

Neil Daniels: United Airlines Pilot
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released

it were let go.Some were
"In the past pilots lhat Iud seen things and had talktd about
that. So that was the wt I said of it for

from their flying and treated as nutcascs IInd things like
many,many yealS."

Lt.Frtderick Fox: US Navy Pilot
that says you will not reveal any
"There is a publication called JANAP 146 E that had a section $10,000.00
fine and ten years in
of
penalty
under
phenomenon
UFO
the
information regarding
not to go public
were
had
you
you
experiences
wlutevcr
jail. So they were quite adamanllhat
theirpennission...
with it without

never have opened
"The subject never came up wilh Air Traffic Control. In any event I would
of the UfO
some
in
about
wrillen
was
who
Killian,
Pele
my mouth.There was a Dplain,
’50’s
had a sighting
evidently
that
in
the
back
books. He was a OIptain with American Airlines
actually
Ihal
captain
another
was
l11ere
then
And
eommiuees.
Senate
the
3nd testified bclore
I didn’l
ridicule.
to
were
subject
Ihey
course
of
And
took a photograph of a UFO off his wing:;.
pilots
of
lot
A
the
military.
or
wan! 10 go that direction. So,I never reported anything to FAA 3.nd ridioule. So the sc.cret has
pressure
of
peer
because:
in
Ihis
involved
want to get

just did not
..
been

kept.
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"[ have a very personal friend that was a B.24 pilot during W.W.II that got into [the]
bomb was dropped on
And he was one at the first people into Japan after the atomic
13,which I believe was the
Section
Bluebook,
Project
on
Hiroshima, Nagasaki. He ended up
in Ihe Air FolCc. He’s in
a
captain
was
ponion of that investigation. At the time he
don’t know if he’s
a
captain.]
as
active
duty
on
carried
sliIl
being
’70’s
is
he
now and
his latc
and rnnk and
wilh
time
general
star
three
a
being paid but if he’s on active duty he should be
active
is to keep his
duty
on
him
have
kept
that
they
reason
whole
the
And
he should be paid.
that he will
certain
Ihings
are
There
know$.
be
what
of
national security oath active because
a top secret clearance with
had
1
even
though
oath
security
that
at
because
about
me
to
talk
not
Ihe Navy and we are both very interested in the same thing.

lop-secret

dCCTTI necessary to
"For whatever reason the Government,or IIIose agencies at Government,
it
is time for us to act,
think
I
agendas.
aren’t
our
proteCt their agendas,which obviously now,
the human mce
that
insure
to
necessary
are
whalever
steps
take
to
And
10 end Ihis charade.
evolution."
that
evolves properly and enjoys the fruits of

Captain Robert Sala5: US Air Force,SAC Launch Controlltr

r

When we got to the
a report about this incident;it was in my Jog and turned it in.
FOIt:e Office of Special
squadron commander was a fellow from AFOSI (we had an Aircommander. He asked for my
Investigations on the base). He was there in the office with thehe knew pretty much what had
logs and he wanted a quick briefing although it seemed to me
\II wrote

up
And in that room with my
base we had to report to our squadron comrnandtr righl away.

a.

us bOlh to sign nonhappened already. But we gave him a quick briefing nnd then heweasked
were
not to release this to
inrolTMtion
classified
was
this
disclosulC agreement saying
this 10 anyont,
about
talk
not
could
we
anybody,and thai was it. We couldn’t talk; he told us even amongst each other...
family,
our
our
spouses,
crews,
other
including any of the

-

as~ctS

of these [UFOrelated ICBM]
tion to look at all
was told by his boss that
he
point
some
at
that
writing
shutdowns. Kominski relates to me in
addition do not write a
in
and
this
Ihe Air Foree said,’Stop the investigation; do no more on
thaI
fact
the
of
in
light
especially
unusual
Again. this is very
final
what
headquarters was stating thaI this was of exlICme importance to find out exadly
to
investigation
the
told
was
during
team
ve
investigat
the
of
head
the
And
yet,
happened here.
\I
report.
stop the investigation and nOl write a final

’’Bob Kominski headed up the organ

repon.’

Prof. Robert Jacobs: US Air Force

CINC-SAC
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harclssed at

started being
incident]. the shil hit the fan!Ithe
day.At night,at my
during
come
would
getting odd telephone calls that sometimes 3:00 in the morning,4:00 in
worY.. I started get
aU night long
house I would telephone ()$US would caU and start screaming at me.You are going
People
10:00.
And
the moming. midnight,
erfucker! And that’s all thc)’ would say.
RAfler an article [cameout about the

-

-

down mot
down molhctfuckerl You are going
hung up the phone.
finally
1
until
that
they’d keep screaming
skyrockets in it. The
box by putting a big load of
phone rang.[ picked it up
"One night somebody blew up my mail
the
moming
the
night at 1:00 in
sight. motherfucker!
beautiful
mailbox went up in flames.A1Idin your
a
bo,; at night, on what
and somebody said,skyrockets

tha.t

"And things like that have happened on and

off since 1982...

study of it
a concerted cIfort to keep serous
of
is
part
UFOs
around
a
fringe
ridicule.
to
nutty
"I believe this
Ihis subject seriously,we are subject
the
at
colleagues
down.Anytime anybody tries to study
that
my
certain
major univelSty. And
an
full professor at a relativelyhoot
back when they hear that 1 have we
behind
my
holler
and
have
and
that
the
things
of
university laugh at me
one
that’s
just
objects and
flying
unidentified
studying
in
interest
to live with...
(0me
in itself as Major Mansmann relatedit waS
story
interesting
a11
is
film
the
to
thought
I
"Wh:lt kappened
clothes
1 had gone,the guys in civilian
people. Some time aftc:r
took me film and they
and
elsesomebody
wllS
’\
it
CIA,
the
wasn
scissors and cut it off. They
the CIA but he said no,it
on it and they took 0 pair of
spooled orr the part that had the UFOit in their briefcase. They handed Major MJin,srnann oock
They put
the seventy of a security
put that on a sc;para.te
don’t need to remind you Major ofthe
I
here,
said
and
film
the
film. Major
of
rest
with
Ihe
And they walked off
breach; we’ll consider this incident closed.
Mal1Sl1’l:lnn never saw it again"

I’m

-

I’m

-

o~r

reel.

Harry Allen Jordan: US Navy

he 3Sktd,you know,
know very weU came overand
don’t
need to putlhal
"A Lieutenant Commanderwbom (didn’tyour
’’You
log?’ And he says,
on a
particularly
’What’s up Jotdan? What have you got in
that
to
say
irregular
highly
UFO."
Now to me that was bighly irregular.
in
writing
in
ill mere. And I started
ship’s log:>. I did have the contact logged

there.’

James Kept’: US Navy Cryplo

Communications

closed cilCuit television system
thc Executive Officer came on the He [the Commanding Officer)
and
Officer
Commanding
tlte
laler
"A few days
of 5,000.
way that they could address the
’I would like 10 remind the crI:’W that certain
that we had on board. 1t was the only
said,
he
and
fotgelth~
never
nOI be
looked at the camera and 1 willmsjor nllval combative vessel are considered classified and should
:1
boartl
on
said."
c;:vents that take place:
to know.’ And mat w\l.S all he
discussed with anyone wilhout a need
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The Disclosure Project is a nonprofit research project working tofully disclose thefacts about
UFOs, extraterrestrial intelligence, and classified advanced energy andpropulsion systems. The
disclosure ofthe truth will havefar-reaching implications for our society new technologies to end
pollution and global warming, long-term solution to the energy crisis, and the beginning ofan era of
peaceful relations with other civilizations in space.
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR DISCLOSURE
On May 9, 2001, one of the largest and most successful press conferences in the recent history of the National Press Club
was completed. More than 20 military, government and corporate witnesses to unambiguous UFO and extraterrestrial events
stated their testimony before millions. This kickoff event for the Campaign for Disclosure was carried by major media worldwide. The event was live webcast, and at 9 a.m. over 250,000 people were waiting on-line for the press conference to begin.
The next biggest webcast event at the National Press Club was less than 25,000. While the first hour of the conference was
"electronically iammed" according to the president of ConnectLive, the company that webcasts all National Press Club events,
eventually thousands of people around the world were able to watch the event on-line. It may still be viewed by going to
ConnectLive.coll!.

More infonnation...
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http://www.disclosureproject.orgIHome-Page.htm
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THE DISCLOSURE PROJECT
BACKGROUND
by Steven M. Greer,M.D.

Editorial Notice]
[from the Executive Summary,Important

~de~tify

witnes~es

to UFO events
and governme.nt
military
firsthand
to
was
that
effort
we spent considerable tlme and resources
Beginning in 1993, I started an
ill a publIc disclosure. From 1993,
used
be
to
evidence
and select
other
and projects, as well as
James Woolsey, senior military officials at the Pentagon,
Director
CIA
including
were
Administration,
witnesses
briefing the Clinton
more than a dozen such government and military
1997,
of
April
In
others.
requested
among
specifically
we
members of Congress,
with Congressmen, Pentagon officials and others. There,
assembled in Washington DC for briefings None were forthcoming.
open Congressional Hearings on the subject.
over 100 military
process by raising the funds to videotape, edit, and organize
million would be
$4
and
million
In 1998, we set out to "privatize" the disclosure
$2
We had estimated that between
projects.
and
events
UFO
to
to
witnesses
and government
about 5% of this amount had been raised but we decided
only
2000
of
August
basis.
By
worldwide
a
on
began
we
in August
needed to do this
given the serious issues involved here. So beginning
these ",itnesses in
interview
proceed since further delay was deemed imprudent
to
world
the
over
all
set about the task of traveling
we
and
Project
Archive
Witness
myself
the
creating
severe limitation of funds, this effort was predominantly prepared by
broadcast quality digital video format. Due to the
2000 through December 2000.
and a few other volunteers roughly from August
note that I am
over 120 hours of raw digital video testimony at home. I should were reduced
editing
I
began
2000,
December
late
in
Begi1Ulng
from late December 2000 until late February 2001 the 120 hourswere dubbed to
a medical doctor and not an editor. Nevertheless,
of super-select testimony. The 33 hours of select testimony
2001 I
first to 33 hours of select testimony and then 18 hours
1200 pages of testimony transcriptS. In March and early April,
audiotape and transcribed resulting in approximately
edited these transcripts into a readable form,which appear herein.
time and funding constraints, working 7 days a week and mostly
I must emphasize that this has been done under the most severe
was tough!
18 hours a day. And I thought the Emergency Department

des~gned

These
these transcripts and other materials are very likely to contain errors.
I share this only so the reader wil1 understand thatthe
of
tapes
audio
transcribed
from
directly
names
such
phonetic spelling of
include likely errors in proper names arising from
testimony. I apologize in advance for these.
been altered to correct for a) length and b) grammar and
The transcripts (that appear in the Briefing Document) have only
at all times. Statements in brackets [ ] are for
readability. I have assiduously avoided changing the meaning of testimony
and are followed by my initials, SG.
clarification. Statements in italics and brackets [ ] reflect commentary on my part
the iceberg of what we have recorded on digital videotape. That is,
These materials are, as you can now discern, only the tip oftranscribed
to a
only 33 hours and then further edited materials down
from over 120 hours of testimony by over 100 witnesses we the testimony
identified
400
than
more
the
of
witnesses
100
of only
fraction of that amount. Moreover, the full archive representsform. A portion of it appears in The Disclosure Project Briefing
book
in
appearing
be
will
to date. The edited testimony
appear in this Executive summary. We hope in the future to
Document and only small excerpts and summary bios of testimony series
to be made from the videotaped testimony we have as
part broadcast quality video documentary
secure funding for a
moving.
the impact of hearing and seeing these witnesses speak is very
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and demand that Congress
the beginning. The rest is up to you: CallThese
only
indeed
is
it
that
witnesses welcome a
remember
As read this testimony leaders of other countries hold hearings into this subject without delay.
the most revealing
and the President and the
what they have experienced and said here. Indeed,
to
oath
under
Congressional
testify
officially
official
subpoena so that they may
to come forward until protected through
refusing
are
sources
deepest
the
since
testimony waits to be seen

hearings.

women
to date are extraordinarily brave men and
testimony
given
have
who
witnesses
All
The
intimidated.
This then brings me to my last point: great personal risks in coming forward. Some have been threatened and
It
testimony:
taken
her
have
or
his
heroes in my eyes who
Not a single one of them has been paid forhere
subject.
this
attends
them
that
to
extend
ridicule
and
thank them
are risking the ever-present
reservation for the good of humanity. I wish to personally
has been given freely and withoutgratitude.
my personal, highest respect and
of the public, the
in vain. Help us place this matter in front technologies
be
sacrifice
their
and
effort
now
this
let
Please, I implore you not to
disclosed, so that those Earth-saving
be
may
truth
full
the
that
so
representatives
cosmos.
people in the
media, and our elected
enter a new chapter in its evolution as one of many
classified may be released, and so humanity may
thousands of government documents,
of important first-hand witnesses. We have in a summary of this length. These
testimony
the
on
focusing
is
.
This summary
and more, but it is impossible to include them
hundreds of photographs, trace landing cases
inquiry.
Congressional
or
scientific
materials will be made available for any serious

_

_

Steven M. Greer, M.D.
April 2001
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THE DISCLOSURE PROJECT CALLS ON
CONGRESS
FOR HEARINGS & LEGISLATION
:

:~

To hold open, secrecy-free hearings on the UFO / Extraterrestrial presence on and around Earth.

To hold open hearings on advanced energy and propulsion systems that, when publicly released, will provide solutions to
global environmental challenges.

:’d To enact legislation which will ban all space-based weapons.
::j To enact comprehensive legislation to research, develop and explore space peacefully and cooperatively with all cultures on

Earth and in space.

Proiect Description...

MILITARY, GOVERNMENT WITNESSES
TO PROVIDE TESTIMONY ON
UFO XTRATERRESTRIAL PRESENCE
CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION SOUGHT

-

On Wednesday, May 9th, over twenty military, intelligence, government, corporate and scientific witnesses will come forward
at the National Press Club in Washington, DC to establish the reality of UFOs or extraterrestrial vehicles, extraterrestrial life
forms, and resulting advanced energy and propulsion technologies. The weight of this first-hand testimony, along with
supporting government documentation and other evidence, will establish without any doubt the reality of these phenomena,
according to Dr. Steven M. Greer, director ofthe Disclosure Project which is hosting the event. More Information...

"There exists a shadowy Government with its own Air Force, its own Navy, its ownfundraising mechanism, and the
ability to pursue its own ideas ofnational interest,freefrom all checks and balances, andfreefrom the law itself
/I

- Senator Daniel K. Inouye

"In the counsels ofGovernment, we must guard against the acquisition ofunwarranted influence, whether sought or
unsought, by the Military Industrial Complex. The potentialfor the disastrous rise ofmisplaced power exists, and
will persist. We must never let the weight ofthis combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We
should take nothingfor granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing ofthe
huge industrial and military machinery ofdefense with our peaceful methods and goals so that security and liberty
may prosper together."

- President Eisenhower - January 1961
President }iisenhower’s historic
farewell address to the Nation

http://www.disc1osureproject.orgIHome-Page.htm
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May 9th,2001
http://vv,\’W.connectIive.com/events/disclosureproiect
To view this event you need the free RealMedia player
software (newG2 version) installed on your computer.

The National Press Club Website

This Web Site is under construction and was last updated on June 4,2001.

There have been 1340455 visits to this site since May 1,2001.
We apologize if there are any difficulties at this moment and welcome any suggestions to webmaster@.disclosureproiect.org
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not mentally fit if I see a UFO. This criticism and this ridicule have done more to keep the story coming out
than almost anytl ng else."

(j Nick Pope: British Ministry of Defense Official
"I believe that governments and the lllitary, and indeed private researchers, politicians- whoever- should place
everything in the public domain on this issue. Governments can’t, I think, have it both ways. You cannot say on

the one hand, as the party line often goes, that UFOs are of no defense significance, and then on the other keep
back some ofthe data.

that.

"You simply can’t do
You have to have it one way or the other. And if, as governments consistently say
when the politicians probe on tls issue or when the media inquire, that there’s really notlng to worry about,
then okay, let’s see aU the data."

Larry Warren: US Air Force, Security Officer
"We were gone over with a Geiger counter and there was one return on one of the guys, and sometlng was
taken out of his pocket. This guy was removed very quickly. And, I will swear on my life, I never saw him
again. He was removed. T1s happened to a lot of people. It led to a suicide that the Air Force is responsible for.
This is a real person with a real name...

desk.

"We were brought in and there were sheets on top of the law enforcement
There were about 10 of us. And
there were one, two, three, four, five, six, seven stacks of documents, pre-typed. One was a pre-typed statement,
all generic, of what we saw - which was not what we saw. It said we were off-duty and saw oruy unknown
I said, what if we don’t sign this, Major Zigler? And,
lights flipping amongst the trees. I clearly remember
he says, you have no choice. And, he says, I have no choice but to ask you to do this...

that.

"Two people came up belnd each of us, and I do remember someone heading toward him, and I heard the
sound of what sounded like an aerosol. And, I went
My nose ran profusely and my chest got tight. I,
obviously, was not getting into the car properly, so I was beaten, literally hit in the ribs and pushed... Anyway,I
have 20 minutes of recall and I’m gone for a day. And, it’s established with other people. People said I was on
emergency leave or on leave or off the base. But I was just under the base. And, there were other personnel
down there.

black.

" . ..I had marks, by the way, from an IV, or something, when I came out of there. I had the bruise and I had a
I’m terrified to know or tlnk of what llght have
bandage. I will admit that. That’s for real. I had

it.

happened...

"The oruy reason I have my records is because I was advised to steal some of them, by an Air Force Colonel,
because he said they would vaporize you. He said, they are going to fireproof you. I was looked at, almost like a
Frank Serpico kind of guy. I was not a team player because I was talking to everyone...

"Unfortunately, my friend, Alabama, went A WOL trying to get back home. At O’Hare Airport, he was captured
by the FBI and returned to duty immediately. All he wanted to do was go home. But he was put back on flight
duty. I was riding with tlle senior master Sergeant on vehicle patrol, just totally depressed with everything, when
Alabama called in - this is a real person - and said he was going to kill himself if he couldn’t go home. And,
He said, you stay on the goddanm
this guy turned the pick-up truck quick and was heading toward the
radio... I sawall the units across the flight line responding and everything. Anyway, Alabama had a short M16,
and he put it in his mouth, and took the top of his head off. This was the first time I ever saw death, violent
death, at 19. We were as different as night and day, me and tl s kid. You know, he was the south, I was the
north. He was very religious. I respect that, but we had nothing in common. He was a nice guy. And, they did
not do anything to help us.. . "

post.

Sgt. Clifford Stone: US Anny
http://www.disclosureproject.org S-TestimonyThatExplains-2.htm
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MILITARY USE OF SPACE
The United Kingdom’s position on the military use of space is clear. The Outer
Space Treaty places some important limitations on military activity in space,
prohibiting the deployment of weapons of mass destruction and military
activity on the moon and other celestial bodies. But we do not wish to see a
general prohibition on the military use of space. For example, the 1998
Strategic Defence Review confirmed a continuing need for secure satellite
communications for the armed forces. We recognise, however, there are
issues that countries wish to discuss on space and we support the further
consideration of Outer Space by the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva
to identify whether there are substantive issues on which further work could
be done.

I ."

..
1

,

DAS4A1(SEC)
PARLIAMENTARY TYPIST2 on behalf of PARLIAMENTARY ENQUIRIES

From:
To:

DAS4A1 (SEC)
20 July 2001 10:47
Read: US 3108{2001

Sent:
Subject:

Jfh

Your message

To:
Subject:
Sent:

PARLIAMENTARY ENQUIRIES
US 3108{2001
20{07{0110:45

was read on 20{07{0110:47.

1

3.

To enact legislation which will ban all spaced-based weapons, and to enact and

implement international treaty and legal standardsprohibiting the weaponisation of
space.

The United Kingdom’s position on the military use of space is clear. The Outer Space
Treaty places some important limitations on military activity in space, prohibiting the
deployment of weapons of mass destruction and military activity on the moon and
other celestial bodies. But we do not wish to see a general prohibition on the military
use of space. For example, the 1998 Strategic Defence Review confirmed a

continuing need for secure satellite communications for the armed forces. We
recognise, however, there are issues that countries wish to discuss on space and we

support the further consideration of Outer Space by the Conference on Disarmament
in Geneva to identify whether there are substantive issues on which further work
could be done.

4. To enact comprehensive legislation to research, develop and explore space

peacefully and co-operatively with all cultures on Earth and in space.

I have explained above our position on the military use of space. While we remain
open minded, we know ofno evidence to substantiate the existence of extraterrestrial
lifeforms and therefore are unable to comment on our future co-operation with these

alleged beings.

-,
Finally, I must say that my Department has no expertise or role in respect ofthe
existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms, We are aware that many people

have claimed to have experienced various phenomena and we remain open-minded.

I hope this explains the situation.

LEWIS MOONIE MP
Anne Campbell MP

.

l
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PARLIAMENTARY TYPIST3 on behalf of PARLIAMENTARY ENQUIRIES" ~::;,,;:,::.;:*-’
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From:
To:

DAS4A1 (SEC)
13 June 2001 08:45
Read: PE DP2632/2001

Sent:
Subject:
Your message

To:
Subject:
Sent:

PARUAMENTARY ENQUIRIES
PE DP2632/2001
13/06101 08:41

was read on 13/06/01 08:45.
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DAS4A1(SEC)
From: DAS4A1 (SEC)
Sent: 13 June 2001 08:41
PARLIAMENTARY ENQUIRIES
To:
Subject: PE DP2632/2001

Please see attached our reply to the above mentioned PE which is due today.

The copy of Lieutenant Colonel Halt’s memorandum mentioned in para 3 ofthe covering letter
will be walked over to you. You may wish to advise APS to
Lord Bach that DAS have the CD and photographs when required. Lord Bach will need to listen
to the CD in due course and the APS thought it likely that as he is new to the post he would
probably want DAS to brief him personally about these matters.

13/06/0I

DP 263212001

June 2001

DRAFT REPLY TO ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET THE LORD HILL-NORTON GCB
Thank you for your letter of24 May 2001 addressed to my predecessor and enclosing
a compact disc and some photographs ofthe events in Rendlesham Forest in 1980.

I have only recently been appointed to this post and have yet to have the opportunity
to listen to the recording. However, I intend to do so and to reply more fully as soon
as possible.

THE LORD BACH
Admiral ofthe Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

FORWARDED AT THE REQUEST OF APS TO LORD BACH.BUT NOT TO
BE RELEASED WITHOUT HIS AUTHORITY
(See paragraph 5 of covering minute)

DP 2632/2201

June 2001

DRAFT REPLY TO ADMIRAL OF TIIE FLEET THE LORD HILL-NORTON GCB

Further to my letter of[ ] June 2001, I am now in a position to reply to your letter of
24th May concerning the events in Rendlesham Forest in 1980.

I have listened to the compact disc and it does indeed provide a graphic account of
the comments contained in Lieutenant Colonel Halt’s letter dated 13 January

1981.

But notwithstanding the fact that the recording will no doubt be ofgreat interest to
those who have made a study ofthese matters, I do not believe it offers any clear

evidence that the UK’s Air Defence Region was compromised by whatever occurred

all those years ago. As has been said before, the conclusion at the time was that this
was not the case and that is the key issue for us in any investigation ofreported UFO
sightings. Given this, and the length oftime that has elapsed, I do not believe it

would now be appropriate to commit MOD resources to any further enquiries that
would be unlikely to be productive.

Nonetheless, in light ofthe passing ofthe Freedom ofInformation Act, my officials
are undertaking a review ofUFO files in anticipation of an increase in enquiries on
these matters. In the course ofthis review they will consult the Home Office,

although it seems unlikely that they are holding any papers of defence

interest’. Please

be assured that should anything new on the Rendlesham Forest incident be revealed, I

will let you know.

In the meantime, I am returning the compact disc and the photographs you sent with
ybur letter of24 May.

THE LORD BACH

Admiral ofthe Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB
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1. Early in the morning of 27 Dee 80 (approximately 0300L), two USAF
security police patrolmen
unusual lights outside the back gate at
RP\F Hoodbt’idge. Thinking an aircraft might have
or been fcn"ced
down, they called for permission to go outside the gate to invest~(jate.
The on-duty flight chief responded and allo\’~ed three patrc1me:: to p;’()_
ceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing object
in th -forest. The object was described as beir)g metal ic in appea\~ance

sa~"

cras-ltecl

.

,

..,

met~rs

and triangular in shape, approximately two to three
across the
base and approximately two meters high. It illuminated the entire forest
with a,\vhite
The object itself had a pulsing red light on
and
a bank(s) of blue lights underneath. The object was hovering or 011toplegs.
As the patrolmen approached the object, it maneuvered through the trees
and disappeared. At this time the animals on a nearby farm went into a
fy’enzy. The object
briefly sighted approximately n hour later !’Iear
the back gate.

light.

~"as

2. The next day, three depressions 1 1/2" deep and 7" in diameter \’Iei’e
found where the object had been siqhted on the ground. The follO\-Jing
night (29 Dee 80) the area vIas ehe ked for radiation. eta/gamma readings
of 0.1 milliroentgens \-Iel’e recorded \-lith peak readings in the three depressions and near the center of the triangle formed by the depressions.
A nearby tree had moderate (.05-.07) readings on the side
of the tree
toward the depressions.

Later in the night a red sun-l ike light was seen through the trees.
It moved about and pul sed. At one point it appeared to thro\tl off glowing

3.

particles and then broke into five separate \tIllite objects and then disappeared. Immediately thereafter, three star-like objects were’ noticed
in the sky,IO objects to the north and one to the south, all of \\’hich
Itlere about 100 off the horizon. Theobj"ects moved rapidly in sharp angular
movements and displayed red, green and ~lue-lights. The objects to the
north appeared .to beettiptical through an 8-12 power lens. They then
turned to full c;rcles. The objects, to the-north remained in
sky for
an hour or more. The object ’to the south was visible for two or th!~ee
hours and beamed dOl’Jn a stream of light from time to tinle. Numerous individuals, including the und rsigned, witnessed the activities in paragrap!ls
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Admiral of the Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

The Baroness Symons of Vemham Dean
House ofLords
London SW1A OPW

24th May 2001

Thank you for your 1etter dated 16 May,which reached me on 22 May,perhaps your
Private Office will enquire what went wrong. I had begun to fear that you were not
going to reply.

I enclose with this letter, the compact disc. I am confident that you. and anyone else
who listens to it with an open mind, cannot fail to conclude that it is an official
document,made at the time ofthe incident, which reveals that something most

Co1.

unusual was going on,and that
Halt and his men certainly thought so. Should the
disc accidentally get lost, or wiped, as has happened more than once to UFO related
material sent to Ministry people, do not despair,I have several copies, some ofwhich
are now being considered by persons better qualified than you, or I, or your Private
Secretary tojudge the content.

I do not want, until you have heard the tape and written again, to reopen our dispute
but there is one observation that no one reading your letter could fail to make. You
say that "no further investigation ’W(lS made", and then go on to say "to date we have
seen no official documentation to give us reason to believe that the original assessment
was incorrect" Of course you haven’t ifno official work has been done on What I
have been tryin& for nearly 20 years now,is to persuade your predecessors. and now
you, that in the light ofan enonnous mass ofnew evidence none ofwruch you have
ever looked at, none ofwhich your Ministty has ever rebutted. you most certainly
should have investigated. The hard evidence is there, much ofit ITom official or
quasi-official sources both here and in the United States. On every other subject in the
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WA 7

Written Answers

[23JAN.UARY 2001]

WAS

Written Answers

Uuder-Secretary

The Parllamentary
of State, Home
Office (Lord Bassam of BrightoD): We can find no
record ofany such instructions.

Written Answers
Tuesday, 23rd Jonuary 200J.

Lawfully Held Firearms and Public Safety
The Earl of Shrewsbury asked Her Majesty’s

Civil Society Challenge Fund
The Earl of Sandwich asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
Which non-governmental organisations in the
United Kingdom received support for international

Government:

.

Whether they will provide details ofall cases since
the Firearms (Amendment)Act 1997 came into
effect in which the possession oflawfully authorised
Section 1 firearms of a type usually caUed longbarrelled revolvers has resulted in any identifiable
danger to public safety.
IHL293}

development projects under the pound-for-pound
scheme in the last financial year; at what cost; and
whether that scheme has now been concluded.

[HLI8S]

Lord Bassam of Brighton: This information is not
recorded centrally and could only be obtained at

Baroness Amos: In the fiscal year 1999/2000 a total
of f3S.2 miJlion was provided to UK NGOs through
the Joint Funding Scheme. A list of these
organisations can be found in. Stal tia on

disproportionate cost. The number of lawfully
authorised weapons ofthis kind is comparatively small
at present and the Government are not aware of any
cases involving the misuse ofsuch weapons after 1991.
However, the Government understand that in the
19805 there were cases in which long barrelled smooth.
bore revolvers were sawn offand used in serious crime.

International Development: 1995/1996-1999/2000,
which is available in the Library of the House.
The Civil Society Challenge Fund (CSCF) was
launched in October 1999 to replace the Joint Funding
Scheme, which will be phased out by 2004 when
The Earl of Shrewsbury asked Her Majesty’s
current commitments cease. The CSCF is open to any . Government:
non-profitmaking organisation’or network" which
W1:tether they will provide details of all cases
shares DFID’s focus on poverty reductions and’is
in the past five years in which rifles of
arising
designed to help build a stronger civil society in
or greater which are held on fU’eamJ
.50
developing countries that enables the voices of the
been a cause for any concern about
have
certificates
Scheme,
poor to be heard. As with the Joint Funding
IHL294J
safety.
public
matched
funding.
the CSCF is based on
Lord Bassam of Brighton: This information is not
recorded centrally and could only be obtained at

l~re

disproportionate cost The number of lawfully
authorised weapons ofthis kind in current use is small
at present and the Government are not aware of any
cases involving the misuse ofany such weapons which

River Danube: Clearance

Lord Hylton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether the European Union-funded
programme for clearing obstructions in the River
Danube has yet let its main contracts; and, if not,
when it is expected to do so.

are lawfully held. However, we are aware of concerns
about the misuse of weapons of this type by terrorists
in Northern Ireland.

I-

[HL360]

Baroness Amos: A Project Director was appointed
by the Danube Commission on 16 October 2000. He is
currently fma1ising the tenns of reference for the
architect. Awarding ofcontracts will occur during the
fust quarter of2001.A tender for a bathymetric survey
will be published this month. It is expected that work
will begin during March.

I

I

I

Dogs Kept In gb Rise Tower Blocks’
Lord Patten asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether they lhink that the keeping of dogs in
high rise tower blocks of flats is cruel; and if so,
whether they have plans to prevent

it.

[HL398]

Lord Bassam or BrightoD: The law places the
; responsibility for taking care of animals on their
BluDdeston Prison and HoUesley Bay YCC: . owners or keepers, who may not cause them harm,
Possible Evacuation
,\ intentionaJIy or through neglect. Under the Protection
of Animals Act 1911, it is an offence to cause any
Lord IDU-Nor.ton asked Her Majesty’s Government: unnecessary suffering to any domestic or capjtve
Whether staff at Blundeston Prison or HollesJey
Since the mistreatment of animals can take many
Bay Youth Correction Centre received any
the 1911 Act has been widely drawn to apply to
forms,
instructions to prepare for a possible evacuation at
some time between 25 and 30 December 1980;and if any situation of unnecessary suffering. Any person or
[HL319] organisation may in tiate crimina1 proceedings under
so,why these instructions were issued.

J

’.

animal.

TOTAL P.04
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Wril1en Answers

(23

OCTOBER. 1997J

Written Answers’
Thursday, 23rd

Octob.er: 1997.

WA 216

Scotland: Right, of Appeal to House or
.

.

,Lords,

.’

’,f’

"

Lord Campbell of Croy asked Her Majesty’s
Government:

Government:
.

"

’Whether they will make funding ,to the

,Whether

they have. yet taken ’decisions on a
question raised in the debate on the White.Paper
on Scotland on 30 July, namely on the means by
which the proposed legislation on. a"Scottish
Parliament would give effect to their intention to
devolve the prescnt right of appeal from a Scottish
Court to the House of’Lords
Debates.
.’
,

.

,.

to... M

"

,’,

Family Planning Agendes:,Funding Criteria
~ .
.’
, Lord ’Bralne of ’Wheatley
asked Her’Majesty’s
I

Written Answers

International Planned:Parenthood Federa on (IPPF)
and the United Nations, Fund . for Population
.col. 203),
Activities (UNFPA) dependent on these agencies
not supporting’or participating in the management
The ParUamentary Under-Secretaq of State,
of programmes of coercive abortion or involuntary
Scottish ’omc:e (Lord Sewel): "The Government’s
steriJisation.
proposal.. as set, our in the White Paper. Scotland’s
Parliament
responsibility’ for the
Lord Whitty: AU funding from the Department for criminal ’and(Cm 3658) is that
in’ Scotland’ should be
civit
courts
International Development for reproductive health is
contingent on respect for the principles upheld at the devolved. We are now considering how best to give
1994 Cairo International Conference on Population effect to that proposal and in panicu1ar how it should
and Development. including the principle of infonned affect the right of appeal to the House of Lords in
free choice in family planning programmes. UNFPA civil cases.
and !PPF neiJber engage in nor condone coercive
family planning practices. Both are at the forefront of
international efforts to encourage observance of the
Human Rights Legislation
standards of family p anning agreed at Cairo.

(}fi.,
,

j

.

Lard Grahipn or Edmonton asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
What are their plans to incorporate the European
Convention on Human Rights into
law..

Mental Incapadty: Law Comrrdssion

~?mestic

Report

Under..sccretary

Lord Peston asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether they will take forward the Law
Commission’s Report on Mentallncnpacity.

The ParUamentary
of State.
Home Office (Lord WWlams ot Most)’D): We are
introducing the Human Rights Bill into Your Lordships’
House today. We will publish a White Paper tomorrow
to explain how our proposalS will work.

The Lord Chancellor (Lord Irvine.of Lairg): The
Law Commission’s Report on Mental Incapacity is a

thorough and detailed examination of the cunent lAw.
It ’provides a coherent framework for refonn. The
Government recognise. however. that, the report
addresses sensitive issues on, wroch strong personal
views may be held.
The Government do not consider that it would be
appropriate to Jegislate in this aru without fresh
public consultation. They therefore hope to issue a
consultation paper by the,,end of the year seeking
views on the full range of the Law Commission’s
recommendations.
The Law Commission’6 report does, not make
.
any recommendations concerning,
The
Government are of the certain view, in line with the
House of Lords Select Committee On
Ethics.
that. euthanasia cannot be sanctioned in any
circumstances. The consultation paper wiUtherefore
"

not seek views on this subject.

euthanasia..
Medic.a1

"

l ghpoint Prison
Lord HIU-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government
Whether staff at’ Highpoint Prison in Suffolk
received instructions to prepare for a possible
evacuation of the prison at some time between
2Sand 30 December 1980, and if so, why these
instructions were issued.
.

Lord WiUJama of Mostyn: I regret to advise the
noble Lord that I am unable to answer his Question,
as records for Highpoint Prison rela6ng to the period

concerned are no longer available. The governor’s
journal is the record in which a wrin.cn nOIe is made
of sjgnificant events concerning the ~tablishment on
a daily basis, It has not proved possible to locale
that journal.

tf
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DP 2391/2001

May 2001

DRAFT REPLY TO ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET THE LORD HILL-NORTON GCB
Thank you for your letters of 17 and 22 May concerning the events at Rendlesham
Forest and the recording you have received from Ms Georgina Bruni.

I note your comments in your letter of 17 April. These events occurred over 20 years
ago, and my earlier responses to you have necessarily been based on the surviving
official records held by the Ministry ofDefence. These records show that on receipt,
Lieutenant Colonel Halt’s memorandum was examined by those responsible for air
defence matters and they concluded that there was nothing of defence interest in the

report. No further investigation was made and to date we have seen no official
documentation which gives us reason to believe that the original assessment made by

the Ministry of Defence was incorrect. Nevertheless, if you would like to send me the
compact disc I shall, of course, be happy to listen to it with a completely open mind.

Moreover, I would be grateful if at the same time you would provide what

information you have on the "very recent disclosures by a former prison officer at
Hollesley".

In the meantime, I enclose for your information a number of papers on the
Rendlesham Forest incident that have recently been released to a member ofthe
public under the Code ofPractice on Access to Government Information. Some have
been sanitised to protect the privacy ofthose who have corresponded with the

Ministry ofDefence.

I will write to you again after I have listened to the recording.
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-2Are you personally aware ofvery recent disclosures by a fonner prison officer at
covering
Hollesley about the apparently unauthorised removal ofcertain pages ofrecords
this
the time ofthe incident? If not, why not? I and a great many others are privy to Ifnot
Ministry?
astounding new evidence. Has it been tested and accounted for in your
why ever not’? Do you genuinely believe that this does not matter?
domain which
I suggest that all this, and there is a great deal more, now in the public
makes it beyond any possible doubt that the incident most certainly was of considerable
Defence interest, and it is absurd ofyou to pretend otherwise.
c.

~

But my Question has not been answered and I have a right to an Answer, and you have
and track
the duty ofproviding I might have supposed that my former appointments
if
record since would bave entitled me to rather more intelligent consideration, you had
been treating the matter as seriously as you should.
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Early in the morning of 27 Dee 80 (approximately 0300L), b!o USAF
security police patrolmen saw nusual lights outside the back
at
RAF Hoodbridge. Thinking an ail’craft might have
or been, fOt’ced t;
down. they called for permission to go outside the gate to investigate.
The on-duty f1 ight chief responded and allowed thl’ee patrclme~ to p;’oceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing object
in theforest. The object was described as beir)g metalic in appearance
and triangular in shape. approximately two to three
across the
base and approximately two meters high. It illuminated the entire forest
with a
light. The object itself had a pulsing red light on top and
a bank(s) of blue lights underneath. The object was hovering or on legs.
As the patrolmen approached the object, it maneuvered through the trees
and disappeared. At this time the animals on a nearby, farm went into a
frenzy. The object was briefly sighted approximately an hour later near
the back gate.

cra~

gat~

"

met~rs

~hite

2. The next day, three depressions 1 1/2" deep and 7" in diametel’ \’Iei"e
found vJhere the object had been sighted on the ground. The fo lo,’Jing
night (29 Dec 80) the area \’/as checked for radiation. Geta/gamma read’ ngs
of 0.1 millil’oentgens Vlel"e recorded with peak readings in the three depressions and near the center of the triangle formed by the depressions.
A nearby tree had moderate (.05-.07) readings on the side of the tree
toward the depressions.

Later in the night a red sun-like light was seen through the trees.
about and pulsed. At one point it appeared to throw off glowing
particles and then broke into five separate white objects and then disappeared. Immediately thereafter, three star-like objects were-noticed
in the sky; two objects to the north and one to the south, all of which
were about 100 off the horizon. The,obj"ects moved rapidly in sh rp angulal’
movements and displayed red, green and bJu~-lights. The objects to the
north appeared .to be ~ttiptical through’ an 8-12 power lens. They then
turned to full circles. The objects,
remained in the sky. for
an hour or more. The obj :t -to the sou"th was visible for hJO or three
hours and beamed dovl: a stream of light from time to tinle. Numerous individuals, including the und rsigned. witnessed the aEtiv’ties in paragraphs
3.
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Lt Col, USAF
Deputy ase Commander
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The UK is already fully committed to playing its
part in a greater and better co-ordinated international
effort to tackle commuicable diseases in the
developing world. The ideas in the PIU report will help
the UK pursue this agenda internationally at the

leve1.

highest
Copies have been placed in the House Library.

N

!.
’J

Northern Ireland: Air Sea Rescue
i’ Lord Rogan asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
What is the estimated expenditure on air sea
rescue in Northern Ireland in the financial year
2002-03.
[HLJ47I]

The Minister ofState,l’Vlinistry of Defence (Baroness
Symons of Vernham Dean): Current daytime provision
of search and rescue (SAR)in Northern Ireland is
carried out by both a Wessex helicopter from RAF
Aldergorve and by Sea King helicopters at RNAS
Prestwick and RAF Valley. The Wessex he1copter
provides a limited daytime service incorporated within
its principal task of providing a trooping capabilitiy.
By night both Prestwick and Valley provide cover for
Northern Ireland and the surrounding seas.
The Wessex reaches the end of its operational
service at the end of March 2002, and after that date
day and night SAR cover wi1l continue to be provided
from the mainland, The Sea Kings are dedicated, aU
weather capable SAR aircraft, with fully trained

crews, and can respond to an emergency much faster
than a Wessex. They have greater endurance and
greater lift capacity and can remain on a task for
longer without needing to
Other military aircraft deployed in Northern
Ireland will be available for search and medical
evacuations at one hour’s notice in support of the
mainland SAR aircraft. A decision on a replacement
aircraft for the Wessex in the support helicopter role in
Northern Ireland has yet to be taken. and so it is not
possible at the moment to estimate expenditure on
SAR operations in Northern Ireland during the next
financial year. ,I

refuel.

-J:

UFOs and l\:IoD House Journal
Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whose decision it was to drop various features
concerning unidentified flying objects from the
December edition of the Ministry of Defence’s
house journal Focus; \vhy this decision was taken;
and whether any defence Ministers were briefed on
this.
[HU812]
Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: The editorial
team of the in-house journal Foclls decides the content
of each edition, selecting from a range of competing
potential topics and looking to achieve a balance of
departmental news and more general interest pieces. In
ommon with the overwhelming majority of such
/:J,lW{)IJ:".LPAGI12
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decisions, l’vlinisters were not briefed
selection of articles for the December 2000

,\.bolltthi
edition.

.

Sunken Warships
Lord Northbrook asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether warships lost at sea, either in
under stress of weather, are governmentconflict or
and whether those entering these sunken property;
or removing items from them without warships
government
approval and the approval of the survivors’
association related to that ship are committing
a
criminal offence.
[HU893]
Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: The rights of
ownership enjoyed by Her ’fajesty’s Government
in
respect of their military vessels are not lost merely
because those vessels have sunk or foundered.
on a sunken military vessel in United Kingdom Diving
is not a criminal offence, although those who waters
any items from a sunken military vessel may beremove
of theft, Where there is evidence of theft from guiIty
vessels
in international waters, representations would
be
made to the appropriate authorities.

Foot and IVIouth Outbreak:
Cost of I\Iilitary Assistance
The Earl of Caithness asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
What is the cost to date of the involvement of the
Army in helping with the foot and mouth outbreak;
and from which budget it is funded.
[HLl942]
Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: The additional
cost to date of the military assistance provided during
the current outbreak of foot and mouth disease is
estimated at around
million. Although costs are
falling initially to the defence budget, they wil1 be
recovered from the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food (and, in Northern Ireland. from the
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development)
at the end of the military involvement. This is in line
with the normal practice for military aid to the civi!
authorities.

f1.5

Army Pay
Lord Hodson of Astley Abbotts asked Her
Majesty’s Government:
Further to the Written Answer by Baroness
Symons ofVernham Dean on 26th March (WA 11)
to a Question tabled on 15th January, why
they are
unable to give the additional amount in pounds
sterling which would be payable to a private soldier
on a one-month overseas unaccompanied
emergency tour if he were paid at the rate of the
national minimum wage.
[H12006]

314

WA 315
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However, the first of this year’s exercises at the British
Training Unit Suffield in Canada, Exercise
Medicine Man 1, is among those that have been
canceHed.
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Lord Hill- 0 n asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Further to the Written Answer by the Baroness
Symons ofVernham Dean on 25 January (WA22),
why the unidentified flying objects documents
referred to were classified secret; whether these
documents had any caveats attached to them; and
what was the reason for any such caveats. [HLl808]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: One document
was classified "Secret" with a "UKEyes Only" caveat
because it contained information about the UK air
defence ground environment that could be of
significant value to hostile or potentially hostile states.
Associated correspondence was given the same
classification. Generally, however notifications ofand
correspondence on the subject of "UFO" sightings
are unclassified.
Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether, in line with previous ministerial
commitments, they will give an undertaking not to
destroy any files containing information on
unidentified flying objects.
[HU81l]
Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: The Public
Records Acts of 1958 and 1967 place a responsibility
on all government departments to review the records
which are generated within the department, to select
those which are worthy ofpermanent preservation and
transfer them to the Public Record Office.
It was generally the case that before 1967 aU "UFO"
files were destroyed after five years, as there was
unsufficient public interest in the subject to merit their
permanent retention. However, since 1967, given the
general levels of public and occasional academic
interest, it has been Ministry of Defence policy to
preserve "UFO" report files. There are no plans to
change this policy.

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government
How many unidentified flying object sightings
were reported to the Ministry of Defence in 1998,
1999 and 2000.
[HLl813]
Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean:The num bers of
"unidentified flying object" sightings reported to the
Ministry of Defence in 1998, 1999 and 2000 were as
follows:
1998: 193
1999: 229
2000: 210
158 LW0072-PAGII11
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Special Educational Needs Code of Practice
Baroness Darcy De Knayth asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
When the fmal version of the code ofpractice on
special educational needs will be laid before
Parliament for approval.
[HLl959]

The Minister ofState,Department for Education and
Employment (Baroness Blackstone): The final version
of the revised special educational needs code of
practice will be laid before Parliament for approval as
soon as practicable after the Special Educational
Needs and Disability Bill receives Royal Assent.

Universities: EU Funding
Lord Pearson of Rannoch asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
How many posts are funded by the European
Union in British universities: under which European
Union schemes and at what annual cost; and
whether the university or the European Union has
the final say in who is appointed to those posts.
[HLl876]

Baroness Blackstone: 102 Chairs are funded in the

UK under the European Commision’s Jean Monnet

Project: 87 Chairs and 15 Chairs Ad Personam. In
the subsidy is a maximum of 1O,OOOeuros per
Chair and 4,000 euros per Chair Ad Personam for up
to three years. The European Commission has asked
for nominations for
Ad personam Chairs,but
no funding will be available within EU member states.
Universities applying for a Chair propose a preferred
candidate with details of his or her academic record to
the European selection
Ad Personam Chairs are
awarded to individuals. For details of where these
Chairs are located, I refer the noble Lord to the reply
I gave on 29 January, Ojj cial Report,
2 -28.

2000-01,

2001-02

panel.

~FA

Foot and J\tlouth Disease: Course
Lord Elder asked Her Majesty’s Government:
What progress has been made towards
eradicating foot and mouth disease.
[HL1032]

The Minister of State, Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food (Baroness Hayman): Copies will be
placed in the Libraries of the House today of the latest
graphs produced for the Chief Scientific Adviser’s
group on the course of the disease. These demonstrate
that in the seven-day period ending Wednesday 2 May
there was an average of approximately eight new
confirmed cases each day compared with 16 in the
seven-day period ending 22 April and with a weekly
average of 43 at the peak in late March. We can
therefore be optimistic about the future course of the
disease, although the Chief Scientific Adviser has
warned that cases will continue to occur for some
time

yet.
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Unexplained Lights
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RAFICC

1. Early in the morning of 27 Dee 80 {approximately 0300L}, hlo USAF
security police patrolmen saw nu5ual lights outside the back gate at :..
RAF ~loodbridge. Thinking an a ’craft might have
or been, fOt’ced
down, they called for permission to g~o outside the gate to investigate. ,’",
The on-duty flight chief responded and allowed tin’ee patrc~m~:1 to p;’cceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing object
in thefol~est. The object was described as beif)g metalic in appearance
and triangular in shape, approximately two to three
across the
base and approximately tvlO meters high. It illuminated the entire forest
with a ,\’ihite 1
The object itsel f had a pulsing red 1 ight on top and
a bank(s} of blue lights underneath. The object was hovering or on legs.
As the patl~olmen approached the object. it maneuvered thl’ough the trees
and disappeared. At this time the animals on a nearby, farm went into a
frenzy. The object \<las briefly sighted approximately an hour later f ear

cras+t-e-

met~rs

ight.

the back gate.

7"

2. The next day. three depressions 1 1/2" deep and
in diameter \’Iei’e
found where the object had been sighted on the ground. The fo)lowing
night (29 Dec 80) the area \’Ias checked for radiation. eta/gamma readings
of 0.1 milliroentgens
recorded \’Jith peak r.eadings in the three depressions and near the center of the triangle formed by the depressions.
A nearby tree had moderate {.OS-.O?} readings on the side of the tree
toward the depressions.

\-Jere

3. Later in the night a red sun-like light was seen through the trees.

It n~ved about and pulsed. At one point it. appeared to throw off glowing
particles and then broke into five separate white objects and then disappeared. Immediately thereafter, three star-l ike objects were- noticed
in the sky; t,;JO objects to the north and one to the south. all of \<lhich
were about 100 off the horizon. The,obJects moved rapidly in sh rp angular
movements and displayed red. green and
The objects to the
through’ an 8-12 power lens. They then
north appeared .to be
turned to full circles. The objects, tothe..J1orth remained in the sky. for
an hour or more. The obje’tt -to the south was visible for ID or three
hours and beamed dO\’Jn a stream of light from time to time. Numerous individuals, including the und rsigned, witnessed the BEtivities in paragraphs
2
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Sent:
Subject:
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To:
Subject:
Sent:

PARllAMENTARY ENQUIRIES
552257/2001
08/05/0112:09

was read on 08/05/0112:18.

7:

matters. Their conclusion was that there was nothing of defence interest in the report.

Once this was established no further investigation was made. These events happened

over 20 years ago and nothing has emerged in those intervening years which has
given us reason to believe that the original assessment was incorrect.

Finally, I must say that my Department has no expertise or role in respect ofthe
existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms, about which it remains openminded, but I should add that to date the MOD knows ofno evidence to substantiate

the existence ofthese alleged phenomena.

I hope this explains the situation.

THE RT HON GEOFFREY BOON MP

The Rt Hon John Gummer MP

.,

TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY

Ministry of Defence

G

FRIDAY 4 MAY 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government whose decision it was to drop various features
concerning Unidentified Flying Objects from the December edition ofthe
Ministry ofDefence’s house journal Focus; why this decision was taken; and
whether any Defence Ministers were briefed on this. (HL1812)

Minister replying Baroness Symons
The editorial team of the in-house journal Focus decides the content of each edition,
selecting from a range of competing potential topics, and looking to achieve a
balance of Departmental news and more general interest pieces. In common with
the overwhelming majority of such decisions, Ministers were not briefed about the
selection of articles for the December 2000 edition.
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The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil
level or above .who is responsible for ensuring
Service level or a military officer at
that the information and advice provided is accurate andteflects Departmental Instructions
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.
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The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background
material, those contributing inforIl}ation and those responsible for authorising the answer
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a
senior civil servant in oI:/closely associated with your area.
/
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Peer’s DETAIL: AdIPral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB
/
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QUESTION
/

~~~

To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government whose decision it was to drop
various features concerning Unidentified Flying Objects from the December edition of the Ministry of
Defence’s house journal Focus; why this decision was taken; and whether any Defence Ministers were
briefed on this. (HL1812)
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TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY

Ministrv of Defence
FRIDAY 4 MAY 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X)(CB)

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government how many Unidentified Flying Object
sightings were reported to the Ministry ofDefence in 1998, 1999 and 2000.
(HL1813)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

The numbers of ’Unidentified Flying Object’ sightings reported to the Ministry ofDefence in
1998, 1999 and 2000 were as follows:
1998: 193
1999: 229
2000: 210
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Ministrv of Defence
FRIDAY 4 MAY 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X)(CB)

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government how many Unidentified Flying Object
sightings were reported to the Ministry ofDefence in 1998, 1999 and 2000.
(HL1813)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

The numbers of ’Unidentified Flying Object’ sightings reported to the Ministry ofDefence in
1998, 1999 and 2000 were as follows:
1998: 193
1999: 229
2000: 210
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The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil
Service level or a military officer at one-star level or above who is responsible for ensuring
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.
Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for
ensuring tbe information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about bow PQs are answered seek advice from a
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.

Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

QUESTION
To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government how many Unidentified Flying
Object sightings were reported to the Ministry of Defence in 1998, 1999 and 2000. (HL1813)
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TEJ is incorporated into the parent file it should be placed in the file in date order (according
to the date of the last action on the TEJ) and allocated an enclosure number.

2. When a

3. The file m nute sheet should be annotated to record the enclosure number of the TEJ along with
details of the number of enclosures contained within The TEJ record sheet (MOD Form 262A)
should be annotated to record the date on which the TEJ was incorporated into the parent file (JSP
441, paragraph 4.13 refers).
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TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY

Ministrv of Defence
FRIDAY 4 MAY 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X)(CB)

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether, in line with previous ministerial
commitments,they will give an undertaking not to destroy any files containing
infonnation on Unidentified Flying Objects. (HL1811)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

The Public Records Acts of 1958 and 1967 place a responsibility on all government
departments to review the records which are generated within the department, to select those
which are worthy of permanent preservation and transfer them to the Public Record Office.

It was generally the case that before 1967 all ’UFO’files were destroyed after five years, as
there was insufficient public interest in the subject to merit their permanent retention.
However, since 1967, given the general levels of public and occasional academic interest, it
has been MOD policy to preserve ’UFO’report files. There are no plans to change this policy.

April 0]

PQ Ref 1436L

BACKGROUND NOTE

Lord Hill-Norton, Chief of the Defence Staff from 1971 to 1973, has a long standing
interest in ’UFOs’.

On this occasion Lord Hill-Norton has asked for confirmation of previous ministerial
commitments that files containing information on ’Unidentified Flying Objects’ will
not be destroyed.
Since 1997 Lord Hill-Norton has asked a number of POs concerning ’UFO’
documentation and copies of those questions and the replies are attached. This
does appear, however, to be the first time that he has sought the specific assurance
that files containing information on ’UFOs’are being preserved.

The Public Records Acts of 1958 and 1967 legislate that all government
departments shall review records they have generated in order to select those that
are worthy of permanent preservation and transfer them to the Public Record Office.
This work is undertaken in order to ensure that material that is of historic value is
preserved for the nation. Within MOD that work is taken forward by the Directorate
from which the record originates and also by the Departmental Records Officer.
Before 1967 it was generally the case that all ’UFO’files were destroyed after five
years, as there was insufficient public interest in the subject to merit their permanent
retention. However, since then, and following an increase in public interest in the
subject, personnel within Directorate of Air Staff (Secretariat), as the lead
Directorate for the subject, have been instructed to preserve ’UFO’report files.
This information has been communicated to members of the public who have raised
the question.
All correspondence, POs, PEs and any policy material on the subject, is maintained
on files with ’UFO’in the title. This acts to limit the possibility that papers will be
mislaid or destroyed.

The Minister may be interested to note that the British Flying Saucer Bureau, which
was founded in 1952 and is reportedly the oldest ’UFO’group in the UK, has
recently suspended its activities because of the decline in the number of new
sightings reported to them.
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Written Answers

~nidentified FI~ing Objects1Z
Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether they will list the document refetences and
titles of all open files at the Public Record Office that
contain information about unidentified flying objects.
[HL3314]

The Lord Chancellor (Lord Irvine of Lairg): I list
below the document references and titles of all open
files at the Public Record Office known to staff to
contain information ahout unidentified flying objects.
There may be information in other open files but this

cost.

could be discovered only at disproportionate
AIR 2 Air Ministry Registered Files
AIR 2/16918 1961-1963, alJeged sightings of UFO’s.
Letters from members of the public on alleged sightings.
Magazine entitled Cosmic Voice "Mars and Venus
Speak to Earth", dated November-December
19611Article entitled Men from Outer Space: Are they
visiting Britain?
AIR 2117318 1963 UFO reports
AIR 2117526 1964 UFO reports
AIR 2/17527
UFO reports
AIR 2/17982 1965-]966 UFO reports
AIR 2117983 1966 UFO reports (with photographs)
AIR 2/17984
UFO reports (with photographs)
Bomber
14
AIR
Command
AIR 14/2800 1943 December No. 115 Squadron: News
Sheet Bang On No. J. Aerial phenomena-reports of
UFOs on RAF bombing raids.
AIR 16 Fighter Command
AIR 16/1199 1952 September Flying saucers:
occurrence reports by service personnel at Topcliffe
station, Thirsk, and hx:al public.
AIR 20 Unregistered Papers
AIR 20n390 1952 Reported sightings of UFOs:
memorandum prepared for the War Office.
AIR 20/9320 1957 Parliamentary Question from 17 April
Stan Awbery MP: To ask the Secretary of
1957 by
State for Air, what recent investigations have been made
into unidentified flying objects; what photographs have
been taken; and what reports have been made on this
subject. Reply by the Secretary of State (Mr. Ward).
Nntes on UFOs provided for the Minister’s use. Also:
UFO incident at We\t Freugh in Wigtownshire in 1957;
incidents and signa!\ at RAF Church Lawford, RAP
Bempton and RAF lakenheath; newspaper clippings
6 April 1957 from the News Chronicle and the Evening
Standard;, photograph, of object over the Channel
lsland~ from the
Sketch of 6 Apri11957.
AIR 20/9321 1957
Question 15 May
1957 from Major Patm.k Wall MP: To ask the Secretary
of State for Air, how many unidentified flying objects
have been detected (Jver Great Britain this year as

1966--67

Mr.
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compared with previous years; and whether the object
picked up on radar over the Dover Straits on 29 April
has yet been identified. Further questions to the Minister
Frank Beswick MP. Notes for Minister on
from
reported sightings. Replies by Mr. Ward. Newspaper
clippings April-May 1957: The Times, News Chronicle,
Daily Worker, Daily Mirror, Daily Sketch, Daily
Telegraph, Daily Express and the Evening News.

Mr.

Wednesday, 14th October 1998.

1964-1965
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Written Answers

AIR 20/9322 1957 Parliamentary Question 15 May
1957 from Mr. Frank Beswick MP: To ask the Secretary
of State for Air, what was the nature of the aircraft or
other aircraft sighted on the radar defence screens on
Monday night and which occasioned the despatch of
Ward. Notes for
Fighter Command. Reply by
Ministers.
AIR 20/9994 Headquarters Southern Section
Intelligence. Reports on Aerial Phenomena, including
"observation of unusual aerial phenomena at Royal Air
Force Ventor on 29 July 1957". Two Copies of "Track
Tracing" Sheets.
Description of UFOs, for example, RAF Lyneham
9 December 1957: "December 1957: Description large
bright crescent shaped object or could be a sphere with
trails from edges. Travelling on a course of 290 degrees
at a moderate speed. Seemed to be descending and not
at a very great height".
AIR 20/11887 1967 August (with maps)
AIR 20/11888 1967 September
AIR 20/11889 1967 October (with photographs)
AIR 20/11890 1967 October (with maps)
AIR 20/11891 1967 November (with maps)
AIR 20/11892 1967 November
AIR 20/11893 1967 December
AIR 22 Periodical Returns, Sununaries and Bulletins
AIR 22193 1955 Air Ministry Secret Intelligence
Summary March 1955. Volume 10, Article No.3 on
Flying Saucers "An object was reported. . .".
PREM 11 Prime Minister’s Office: Correspondence
and Papers, 1951-1964.
PREM 11/855 1952 Personal Minute from the Prime
Minister, Mr. Winston Churchill to the Secretary of
State for Air, Lord Cheswell, dated 28 July 1952. "What
does all this stuff about flying saucers amount to? What
can it mean? What is the truth? Let me have a report at
vour convenience." Minute from the Secretary of State,
dated 9 August 1952, dismissing stories about flying

Mr.

saucers.

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether they will list the document references and
titles of all closed files at the Public Record Office
that contain information about unidentified flying
[HU3151

objects.

The Lord Chancellor: I list below the document
references and titles of all closed files in the Public
Record Office known to its staff to contain information
about unidentified flying objects. There may be
information in other closed files but this could
be discovered only at disproportionate

cost.

.’

t
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AI.... . . Air Ministry: Registered Files
AIR 2/18183 1968-1969 Unidentified Flying Objects*
AIR 20 Unregistered Papers
AIR 20/11612 1967-1968 Unidentified Flying Objects
(UFOs)*
AIR 20/11895 1968 April UFOs*
AIR 20/11896 1968 May UFOs*
AIR 20/11897 1968 June UFOs*
AIR 20/11898 1968 July UFOs*
AIR 20/11899 1968 August UFOs*
AIR 20/11900 1968 September UFOs*
AIR 20/11901 1968 October UFOs*
AIR 20/11902 1968 November UFOs*
AIR 20/12055 1969 January UFOs*
AIR 20/12056 1969 February UFOs*
AIR 20/12057 1969 March UFOs*
AIR 20/12058 1969 April UFOs*
AIR 20/12059 1969 May UFOs*
AIR 20/12060 1969 June UFOs*
AIR 20/12061 1969 July UFOs*
AIR 20/12062 1969 August UFOs*
AIR 20/12063 1969 September UFOs*
AIR 20/12064 1969 October UFOs*
AIR 20/12065 1969 November UFOs*
AIR 20/12066 1969 December UFOs*
AIR 20/12067 1970 January UFOs*
AIR 20/12297 1970 February UFOs*
AIR 20/12298 1970 March UFOs*
AIR 20/12299 1970 April UFOs*
AIR 20/12300 1970 May UFOs*
AIR 20/12301 1970 June UFOs*
AIR 20/12302 1970 July UFOs*
AIR 20/12303 1970 August UFOs*
AIR 20/12304 1970 September UFOs*
AIR 20/12305 1970 October UFOs*
AIR 20/12306 1970 November UFOs*
* ’" Thirty year closure rute applies.

Surrogacy: Review Report
Baroness Gould of Potternewton asked Her

Majesty’s Government:
Whether they will publish the report of the review
of aspects of surrogacy arrangements announced in
IHL3414]
June ]997.

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State,
Department of Health (Baroness Hayman): The
Government have received the report of the review
team, chaired by Professor Margaret Brazier, OBE, and
this is being published today as Cm 4068. Copies will
be placed in the Library. We intend to consult formally
on the recommendations in the report and an
:7 LW:r:’.PA(j!!~
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announcement about that will be made in due course.
We are very grateful to Professor Brazier and her
colleagues, Professors Alastair Campbell and Susan
Golombok, for their

work.

National Blood Authority
Lord Clement-Jones asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
Whether a new management plan has been received
from the new Chairman of the National Blood
Authority and when it will be published. [HL3390]
Baroness Hayman: We have received the
operational plan for 1998-99. Copies are available from
the National Blood Authority and copies will be placed
in the Library.

Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting
Strategy
Lord Clement-Jones asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
Following the recent consultation, when it is
anticipated that the Department of Health will publish
its Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting Strategy.
[HL3391]

Baroness Hayman: The Department of Health plans
to publish a new Nursing, Midwifery and Health
Visiting Strategy in the new year.

CIREA: Asylum Information Exchange
Lord Lester of Herne Hill asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
Further to the Written Answer by the Lord
Williams of Mostyn on 3 September (WA 12),
whether they w
publish the proceedings of the
Centre for Information, Discussion and Exchange on
[HL3303]
Asylum (CIREA).

The Minister of State, Home Office (Lord
Williams of Mostyn): The outcome of proceedings of
the CIREA group are contained in Council documents
which can be applied for under the Council’s Decision
93n31 on Access to Documents. AppJications should be
made in writing to the Secretary-General of the Council
1048
of the European Union, 175 Rue de la
Brussels. The Council Secretariat will decide whether
the documents may be disclosed, in accordance with the
criteria laid down in the Decision. In the event of a
refusal, applicants may make a confirmatory application
for the document to the Council. The official journal of
the European Union published a report of CIREA
activities on 23 June 1997
concerning the period
1994 to 1996. The Government favour disclosure of as
great a number of documents as possible.
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rking Accounts

[OOOs
Expenditure

Net Income

l.714

69

4,544

18,645

201
33,598

Comments

f

WA 191

.
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Surplus put towards oft:’setting deficit on
off-street car parking account and design
and implementation and extension of

D/Sec(AS)/12n)

CPZs

D/Sec(AS)/64/2)

Surplus used for CPZs (25)and carry
forward to 1997-98 (176)

D/Sec(AS)/12/3) 34 parts dealing with public
D/Sec(AS)/64/3) correspondence.

Surplus used as contribution to capital
expenditure: on-street parking (715),
off-street parking (468),highways and

D/Sec(AS)/12/4) 8 parts dealing with
D/Sec(AS)/64/4) Parliamentary business

D/Sec(AS)/64/5 1 part for media issues.
D/Sec(AS)/64/6
part listing answerphone
messages.
It is possible that some files held in other MoD
headquarters divisions or establishments may contain
papers relating to this topic. but these could only be
identified and provided at disproportionate cost.

7],786

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Further to the Written Answer by the Lord
Chancellor on 14 October (WA 100), whether they
wiJJ authorise the opening of the thirty-three closed
files at the Public Record Office which contain
information about unidentified flying objects.

In the six weeks that the Veterans’ Advice Unit has
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been operational, the unit has taken nearly 1,100 caJls.
Most caJls can be dealt with immediately, but some
require investigative work and a subsequent return caB
to the enquirer.

[HL3909]

Lord Gilbert: The 33 files identified contain
correspondence between members of the public and
officials. They wiJI be released at the 30 year point in
the normal way.

The range of problems dealt with has been quite
diverse, including homecare and housing, Falklands and
Gulf war issues, finance, the tracing of relatives, War
Graves and historical records, among others. However,
the largest number of caJJs have concerned pensions,
employment, the provision of medals and information
about the unit

itself.

Operation Granby: Use of Depleted
Uranium Ammunition

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether they will list the references and titles of all
open and closed files currently held by the Ministry of
Defence which contain information about unidentified
[HL39JO]
flying objects.

The Countess of Mar asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
How many rounds of depleted uranium
ammunition were fired by British forces, including
tomahawk missiles, tank rounds, and cannon shells
fired from aircraft, during Operation Granby; and
whether they agree with United States figures that
1,200,000 rounds were fired in total by coalition

Lord Gilbert: Within the Air Staff Secretariat, the
Ministry of Defence focal point for all matters relating
to "UFOs",a total of 76 files dating from 1985 are held.
These files contain public correspondence, sighting
reports and associated papers and are referenced as
follows:
Reference:
D/Sec(AS)/12/l) 5 parts dealing with policy
D/Sec(AS)/64/1) issues.

Gulf conflict, UK
Lord Gilbert: During the
armoured forces used a new 120mm armour-piercing
tank round which contained a solid depleted uranium,
DU, penetrator core with a protective, non-DU, coating
in its ChaJ1enger I tanks. The Government’s current
assessment is that UK tanks fired fewer than 100 of
these rounds against Iraqi military forces, which equates
to less than 1 metric tonne of DU, although additional
rounds were fired during earlier work-up training to
establish the round’s mean point of impact.

Unidentified Flying Objects
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D/Sec(AS)/12/2)
D/Sec(AS)/12/2/1 )
D/Sec(AS)/12/5) 27 parts dealing with alleged
D/Sec(AS)/12/6) sightings.

traffic improvement schemes (9,534),
Departmenta] systems improvement (2]),
street trees and parks (l] 9) and as a
contribution to revenue expenditure:
off-street parking (9,684),car parks
business unit (517), highways and traffic
improvement schemes (3,552),street
lighting (1,299), guny cleansing (88),
street trees (635), transport planning (90)
concessionary farcs and taxicard scheme
(5,046), home to school transport (635).
Remainder of surplus camed forward to

91,651

Written

[HL3862]

1990-91
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TOTAL NUMBER POs SINCE 1997 - 26 (6concerning Rendlesham Forest)

TOTAL NUMBER PEs SINCE 1997 - 4 (3concerning Rendlesham Forest)

FILE D/SEC(AS)64/4 Part D
13 August 1997 (E8-Ell)
3 PQs -(2 Rendlesham Forest)

To ask HMG how the radiation readings reported to the MOD by Lt Col Charles
Halt in his memorandum dated 13th January 1981 compare to the normal levels
of background radiation in Rendlesham Forest.

To ask HMG whether the MOD replied to the 1981 memorandum from Lt Col
Charles Halt, which reported the presence of an unidentified craft that had
landed in close proximity to RAF Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge, witnessed
by USAF personnel; and if not, why not.
To ask HMG what was the military involvement in the search for the
unidentified object that witnesses believe exploded in mid air, before crashing
into the sea off the Isle of Lewis on 26th October 1996, and what liaison took

place with the US,authorities with regard to this incident.
9 October 1997 (E21)

I-PE (Rendlesham Forest)
Not satisfied with replied to PQ asking whether the MOD replied to Lt Col Halt
Memorandum, asked for yes or no answer.
23 October 1997 (E26)
4

PQs- (AllRendlesham Forest)

To ask HMG whether they are aware of reports from the USAF personnel that
nuclear weapons stored in the Weapons Storage Area at RAF Woodbridge were
struck by light beams fired from an unidentified craft seen over the base in the
period 25th_30th December 1980,and if so,what action was subsequently taken.

To ask HMG whether the allegations contained in the recently published book
Left at East Gate,to the effect that nuclear weapons were stored at RAF
Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge in violation of UKlUS treaty obligations are
true.

A\)~.

~&
{Ie- .
Dee.,
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To ask HMG what information they have on the medical problems experienced
by various USAF personnel based at RAF Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge,
which stemmed from their involvement in the so-called Rendlesham Forest
incident, in December 1980.

To ask HMG what information they have on the suicide of the US security
policeman from the 81st Security Police Squadron who took his life at RAF
Bentwaters in January 1981, and whether they wi)) detail the involvement of the
British Police, Coroner’s Office, and any other authorities concerned.

FILE D/SEC(AS)64/4 (PARTE)
11 November 1997 (E6)
1 PE (Rendlesham Forest)

Halt Memorandum. Lord Hill-Norton says the memorandum makes it clear that
either there was an intrusion into UK airspace or the Deputy Commander of an
operational, nuclear armed US Air Force Base and a large number of his enlisted
men, were either hallucinating or lying.
10 July 1998 (E21)

1 PQ (Cancelled- second PQ (3335)answered instead)

To ask HMG what follow-up action is taken by the Moj)when they receive a
report of an unidentified flying object; and whether checks are routinely made to
see whether such reports can be corroborated by radar.
10 July 1998 (E24)
6 PQs (two linked)

To ask HMG when arrangements for disseminating reports of unidentied flying
objects within the MOD were put in place, and last reviewed; and whether they
will ensure that all airports, observatories, RAF bases and police stations have
accurate and up to date instructions about how to record details of unidentified
aerial phenomena reported to them,together with instructions to pass them to
the appropriate authorities within the MOD.

To ask HMG how many reports of unidentified flying objects were notified to the
MOD in 1996,1997 and the first six months of 1998; and how many of these
sightings remain unexplained.

To ask HMG why the MOD has installed an answering machine on the line used
by members of the public to report unidentified flying objects; and whether
those people who leave contact details on the machine receive a formal reply.

To ask HMG how many military personnel witnessed the unidentified craft that
overflew RAF Cosford and RAF Shawbury on 31st March 1993; and whether,
when the craft has not been identified, such an event ought to be classified as
being of no defence significance.

To ask HMG whether, in evaluating reports of unidentified flying objects, the
MOD will routinely consult staff at the Royal Greenwich Observatory, the
Ballistic Missile Early Warning Centre at RAF Fylingdales and the Deep Space
Tracing Facility at RF Feltwell.
11 August 1998 (E36-E44)
3 PQs

To ask HMG,further to the Written Answer by the Lord Gilbert on 15th July
(WA25), what changes in procedures were implemented following the April 1997
review of the system to disseminate reports of unidentified flying objects; and
whether airports, observatories, RAF bases and police stations receiving reports
of UFOs are required to send them to the MOD.
To ask HMG whether they will list those units based at RAF Feltwell, and what
functions each of these units carries out.

To ask HMG what is the role of RAF Feltwell in relation to the tracking of
unidentified objects in space; how many objects detected by the Deep Space
Tracking System at RAF Feltwell remain unidentified; and how many of these
were transmitting a

21 August 1998

signal.

45)

1 PE

Not satisfied with answer to PQ concerning whether airports, observatories etc
are required to send reports of UFOs to MOD.
9 October 1998

46)

4PQs

To ask HMG whether they will list the document references and titJes of all open
files at the Public Record Office that contain information about unidentified
flying objects.

To ask HMG whether they will list the document references and titles of all
closed files at the Public Record Office that contain information about
unidentified flying objects.
To ask HMG,further to the Written Answer by the Lord Gilbert on 3’’d
September (WA 60),whether airports, observatories, RAF bases and police
stations are still required to forward details of any report they receive of an
unidentified flying obeject to theMOD,or whether such action is now only
discretionary, following the April 1997 review of procedures.

To ask HMG whether the Deep Space Tracking Facility at RAF FeltweU has a
role in tracking or searching for satellites, space debris, ballistic missiles and
space probes.
19 October 1998 (E48)
1 PQ&
1 PE (RendJesham Forest)

To ask HMG whether they will ensure that the answering machine which the
MOD uses both to explain its policy on unidentified flying objects and to provide
a facility for the public to report sightings is turned on at aU times, and not
switched off outside working hours.

In the PE,Lord Hill-Norton says he is dissatisfied with responses he has received
to his PEs and PQs on this subject. He also says he believes the introduction of
the answerphone was a deliberate ploy to reduce the number of reports received.

FILE D/Sec(AS)64/4 (Part F)
18 November 1998 (E4)

1 PQ

To ask HMG whether they will list the references and titles of all open and closed
files currently held by the MOD which contain information about unidentified
flying objects.
19 November 1998 (E5)

1PQ
To ask HMG,further to the Written Answer by the Lord Chancellor on 14th
October (WA 100),whether they will authorise the opening of the thirty-three
closed files at the Public Record Office which contain information about
unidentified flying objects.

18 November 1998 (E6)
1 PQ

To ask HMG , further to the Written Answer by the Lord Gilbert on 20th
October (WA143), whether the United States Air Force 5th Space Surveillance
Squadron based at RAF Feltwell searches for or tracks any objects othern than
satellites, space debris and space probes; and, if so, what these objects are.
24 December 1998 (EI2)
1 PQ

To ask HMG,further to the Written Answers by the Lord Chancellor on 14th
October (WA 99-100)and by the Lord Gilbert on 19th November (WAI90), what
is the location of the MOD files covering the period 1970-1985 which contain
information about UFOs; and what are the references and the titles of these files.
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1,1 What Are Public Records?
1.1 Background
1.1.1 The public records ofthe United Kingdom date back to the 11th century and form a rich
archive which is a part of our national heritage. The great wealth of documents and other records
stored in the Public Record Office (PRO)have led to its recognition as one ofthe most significant
archives in the world.

1.2 The Law
1.2.1 The law on public records is set out in the Public Records Acts of 1958 and 1967. Public
records are defined in the Acts as "administrative and departmental records belonging to Her
Majesty’s Government, whether in the United Kingdom or elsewhere". These include paper
records, machine readable records, photographic material, film, video, and samples and models
which have been made for the purpose of conveying and recording information.

1.2.2

The Public Records Act of 1958 places a responsibility on aU government departments to
review the records which are generated within the department, to select those which are worthy of
permanent preservation and transfer them to the Public Record Office, and to destroy all records
which are not selected. The 1958 Act stipulated that all surviving public records should normally
be released to the public 50 years after their creation; the Public Records Act 1967 reduced that
period to 30 years.
1.2.3 There are exceptions to the 30 year release rule, usually on the grounds of an ongoing
administrative requirement or continued sensitivity. However, all such exceptions need to be
approved by the Lord Chancellor who is the Minister responsible for public records. It is also
permissible for records to be held in places other than the PRO (known as "approved places of
deposit") but, again, the Lord Chancellorts approval must be obtained.

1.3 The Responsibility for Public Records Within MOD
http://www.chots.mod.uk/drweb/jsp/chapl.htm
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1.3.1 Under the terms ofthe 1958 Act each government department is required to appoint a
Departmental Records Officer who is responsible for ensuring that the records generated within
their department are properly reviewed and that the appropriate records are selected for permanent
preservation and transferred to the PRO. Head oflnfo(Exp)Records is the MOD Departmental
Records Officer and is also the ChiefRegistrar.

1.3.2 The Departmental Records Officer is responsible for ensuring the cost effective organisation
and control ofMOD records throughout their life.

1.4 What Are Public Records?
that all records generated by government departments are public
1.4.1 It is important to understand
This
terms ofthe Public Records

does not mean that all such records
Acts,
records covered by the
There
would
no
preservation.
be
in simply keeping everything.
permanent
of
logic
will be worthy
The task of each department is to select those ofits records which have historical value and ensure
that they are preserved. This means that each department must put in place a mechanism which
allows such a selection process to take place. The Departmental Records Officer is responsible for
ensuring that this is done.
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12:00 ON 30 April 2001
PQ 1436L
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The answer and background uote must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil
level or above who is responsible for ensuring
Service level or a military officer at
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.

one-star

Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible for
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.
Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

QUESTION
To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether, in line witii previous
ministerial commitments, they will give an undertaking not to destroy any files contailiing information’,
""’’’..
on Unidentified Flying Objects. (HL1811)
"

"’"--.
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MOD Form 174D
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USER NOTES
1. A MOD Form 262A (File Record Sheet) must be raised for each new Temporary Enclosure Jacket

(TEJ)created. The TEJ should also include a minute sheet.

2.

When a TEJ is incorporated into the parent file it should be placed in the file in date order (according
to the date of the last action on the TEJ) and allocated an enclosure number.

TEJ along with
details of the number of enclosures contained within The TEJ record sheet (MOD Form 262A)
should be annotated to record the date on which the TEJ was incorporated into the parent file (JSP
441, paragraph 4.13 refers).

3. The file minute sheet should be annotated to record the enclosure number of the

it.

RESTRICTED/UNCLASSIFIED

DAS4A1(SEC)
PARLIAMENTARY TYPIST3 on behalf of PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS
DAS4A1 (SEG)

From:
To:
Sent:

30 April 2001 16:15
Read: PQ 1432L

Subject:
Your message

To:
Subject:
Sent:

PARUAMENTARY QUESTIONS
PQ 1432L
30/04/0116:12

was read on 30/04/0116:15.

TEMPLATE TO BE USED FOR REPLY

Ministry of Defence
FRIDAY 4 MAY 2001
Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB(X)(CB)

LORDS WRITTEN
To ask Her Majesty’s Government,further to the Written Answer by the
Baroness Symons ofVemham Dean on 25th January (WA22), why the
Unidentified Flying Objects documents referred to were classified secret;
whether these documents had any caveats attached to them; and what was the
reason for any such caveats. (HL1808)

Minister replying Baroness Symons

One document was classified ’Secret’ with a ’UK Eyes Only’ caveat because it contained
information about the UK air defence ground environment that could be of significant value to
hostile or potentially hostile states. Associated correspondence was given the same
classification. Generally, however, notifications ofand correspondence on the subject of’UFO’
sightings are unclassified.

April 01

PQ Ref 1432L

PQ 1432L

*

To ask HMG,further to the Written Answer by the Baroness Symons, . on 25 January (WA 22),
why the Unidentified Flying Objects documents referred to were classified secret; whether these
documents had any caveats attached to them; and what was the reason for any such caveats.
,

Draft Answer

-

-t

Notifications of and correspondence on the subject of ’UFO’sightings are generally

unclassified. However, one particular report document was f&llfl

e classified ’Secret’,

with a ’UK Eyes Only’ caveat because it contained information about the UK air defence

ground environment that could have been of significant value to hostile or potentially hostile
states. Associated correspondence was has been given the same classification.

Draft Background Note:

PQ 0351L,tabled by Lord Hill*Norton in January, asked for the highest classification applied to any

MOD document concerning ’UFOs’and the answer given explained that was Secret. The
Background Note indicated that a small number of documents had been traced by the Directorate
Air Staff (Secretariat)with a classification of Secret, including one which referred to a report by the

DIS on ’Unidentified Aerial Phenomena’, The Background Note also contained comment on the
document, its classification and the classification of associated correspondence and that information

is now used in answer to this latest question.

PO 1432LTo ask HMG,further to the Written Answer by the Baroness Symons.. . on 25 January (WA 22),
why the Unidentified Flying Objects documents referred to were classified secret; whether these
documents had any caveats attached to them; and what was the reason for any such caveats.

Draft Answer

-

Notifications of and correspondence on the subject of ’UFO’sightings are generally

unclassified. However, one particular document was found to be classified ’Secret’,with a

’UK Eyes Only’ caveat because it contained information about the UK air defence ground
environment that could have been of significant value to hostile or potentially hostile states.

Associated correspondence has been given the same classification.

Draft Background Note:

PQ 0351L,tabled by Lord Hill-Norton in January, asked for the highest classification applied to any
MOD document concerning ’UFOs’and the answer given explained that was Secret. The
Background Note indicated that a small number of documents had been traced by the Directorate

Air Staff (Secretariat)with a classification of Secret, including one which referred to a report by the

DIS on ’Unidentified Aerial Phenomena’. The Background Note also contained comment on the
document, its classification and the classification of associated correspondence and that information

is now used in answer to this latest question.

PQ 1432L

-

~

To ask HMG,further to the Written Answer by the Baroness Symons. . . on 25 January (WA 22),
why the Unidentified Flying Objects documents referred to were classified secret; whether these
documents had any caveats attached to them; and what was the reason for any such caveats.

Draft Answer

-

~~~

~~.
"^

Notifications of and correspondence on the subject of ’UFO’sightings are^unclassified. One

particular document waSkclassified

\Secret~ with a ’UKEyes Only’ caveat (Iecause it cont~ined

information about the UK air defence ground environment that could have been of significant

value to hostile or potentially hostile states. Associated correspondence has been given the
same classification.

Draft Background Note:

PQ 0351L,tabled by Lord Hill-Norton in January, asked for the highest classification applied to any
MOD document concerning ’UFOs’and the answer given explained that was Secret. The
Background Note indicated that a small number of documents had been traced by the Directorate

Air Staff (Secretariat)with a classification of Secret, including one which referred to a report by the
\

I

DIS on Unidentified Aerial Phenomena. The Background Note also contained comment on the
document, its classification and the classification of associated correspondence and that information
is now used in answer to this latest question.

’I
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~
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Notifications of and correspondence on the subject of, UFO’ sightings are unclassified.
document

I

\

classified Secret, with a UK Eyes Only caveat. ’Ule rea&OR for this was that it

contained information about the UK air defence ground environment that could have been of

significant value to hostile or potentially hostile states. Associated correspondence has been given

the same classification.

Background Note:

Lord HiIJ-Norton’s PQ 0351L tabled in January, asked for the highest classification applied to
any MOD document concerning ’UFOs’and the answer explained that was Secret. The

~t
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Background Note indicated that a small number of documents had been traced by the

Directorate Air Staff (Secretariat)with a classification of
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on that document, its classification and the classification of

associated correspondence, originally contained in the background note is now used in answer
to this latest question.
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Written Answers

-*:-

Thursday, 25th January 2001.

Chinook Helicopter Mk II: Conversion

Training
Lord Chalfont asked Her Majesty’s Government:
When the Chinook helicopter simulator training
facility and its related training programme were
upgraded to cater for the Mk. II version of the
helicopter; and when Flight Lieutenants Tapper and
Cook completed their upgraded training
[HL324]
programme.

Tbe Minister ofState,Ministry of Defence (Baroness
Symons of Vernham Dean):The reconfiguration of the
Chinook simulator to Mk2 standard was completed in
the last quarter of 1993. The instructing training staff
of the Operational Conversion Flight had completed
conversion to the Mk2 version in August 1993.
FIt Lt Tapper and FIt Lt Cook completed their
conversion training programmes on 28 February 1994
and 17 March 1994 respectively.

European Security and Defence Policy:
Intelligence Management

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: At the
European Council at Nice, EU member states agreed
the terms of reference of the EU Military Staff, which
would perform "early warning, situation assessment
and strategic planning for Petersberg tasks".
To carry out this task the staff will rely on
appropriate national and multinational intelligence
capabilities. The detailed arrangements for handling
intelligence material will be subject to stringent
safeguards and will take full account of existing
national and multinational agreements.

~

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether they are aware of any involvement by
Special Branch personnel in the investigation of the
1980 Rendlesham Forest incident.
[HU03]
Baroness Symons orVernham Dean: Special Branch
officers may have beeIi aWat:eofthe incident but would
not have shown an interest unless there was evidence of
II L WUOI9-PAGIII

_---..~,._--.....,..,.....-;----_.._"

Lord Hill-Norton aked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether personnel from Porton Down visited
Rendlesham Forest or the area surrounding RAF
Walton in December 1980 or January 1981; and
whether they are aware of any tests carried out in
either of those two areas aimed at assessing any
nuclear, biological or chemical hazard.
[HL301]

’*

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean:The staff at the

De(e~ce Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA)
Chemical and Biological Defence (CBD)laboratories
at Porton Down have made a thorough search oftheir
archives and have found no record of any such visits.

*

.~

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
Whether they are aware of any uncorrelated
targets tracked on radar in November or December
1980; and whether they will give details of any such
incidents.
[HU02]

Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: Records dating
from 1980 no longer exist. Paper records are retained
for a period of three years before being destroyed.
Recordings of radar data are retained for a period of
thirty days prior to re-use of the recording medium.

*

Lord Shore of Stepney asked Her Majesty’s
Government:
What are the commitments which the United
Kingdom has entered into, under the European
Security and Defence Policy, for the gathering,
analysis and distribution ofintelligence material for
[HL405]
European Union purposes.

Rendlesham Forest Incident

4-<.

WA22

a potential threat to national security. No such interest
appears to have been shown.

Written Answers

-k

Written Answers

[25 JANUARY 200I]

Uoidentified Flying

Objects-+r

Lord Hill-Norton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
What is the highest classification that has been
applied to any Ministry of Defence document
concerning Unidentified Flying Objects. [HU04]
Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: A limited
earch through available files has identified anumber
bf documents graded Secret. The overall classification
documents was not dictated by details ofspecific
,$lghtmgs of "UFOs".

.

l b.fth~

--

J

Arms Brokering and Trafficking: Licensing
Lord Hylton asked Her Majesty’s Government:
When they expect to implement licensing for arms
brokering and trafficking, which they announced at
last year’s Labour Party Conference.
{HL343]

The Minister for Science, Department of Trade and
Industry (Lord Sainsbury of Turville): The new
licensing controls on arms brokering and trafficking
announced last September will be introduced under.
new powers on trafficking and brokering to be
contained in an Export Control Bill; The Queen’s
Speech announced that the Government will publish
this Bill in draft during this session of Parliament. Full
details of the new controls proposed on anns

-

LORDS WRITTEN PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

...,ATE FOR RETURN
PQ REFERENCE
PQ TYPE
MINISTER REPLYING

~

LEAD BRANCH:
COPY ADDRESSEE(S)

12:00 ON 30 April 2001
PQ 1432L
LORDS WRITTEN

-NOTFOUNDSEC (AS)
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The answer and background note must be authorised by a civil servant at Senior Civil
Service level or a military officer at one-star level or above who is responsible for ensuring
that the information and advice provided is accurate and reflects Departmental Instructions
on answering PQs DCI GEN 150/97.
Those contributing information for PQ answers and background notes are responsible’for
ensuring the information is accurate.

The attached checklist should be used by those drafting PQ answers and background
material, those contributing information and those responsible for authorising the answer
and background note as an aid to ensuring that departmental policy is adhered to.

If you or others concerned are uncertain about how PQs are answered seek advice from a
senior civil servant in or closely associated with your area.
Peer’s DETAIL: Admiral of The Fleet The Lord Hill-Norton GCB

QUESTION
To ask Her Majesty’s Government To ask Her Majesty’s Government, further to the Written Answer
by the Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean on 25th January (WA 22), why the Unidentified Flying
Objects documents referred to were classified secret; whether these documents had any caveats attached
to them; and what was the reason for any such caveats. (HL1808)
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Mass bomb scare ploy planned for M

.’!?O’~.~.I.~I.!I’! :~.r?.o:r. -

ANARCHIST groups plan to
disrupt emergency servires in
their campaign of chaos on
May I by encouraging their followers to make hundreds of
bogus alarm calls. They want

protesters to create bomb
scares at London’s main rail
and Underground stations,
which would swiftly paralyse

the capital.
The leaders are also suggesting raising fire a1anns in

streets choked with protesters.
Police are worried about the
dangers to genuine emergency

caJls if the groups carry out
their threat, which one senior
officer described as "mindless
and irresponsible".
The anarchists also plan to
set up fake roadblocks and
immobilise vehicles to increase the chaos.
The promise by Tony Blair,
Swtland Yard and Ken Uvingstone,the Mayor of London.of
a :’zcro tolerance" policy to
ensure that the city stays open
is regarded as a challenge. by
the protest organisers.
< ne leading figure said yesterday:"They boast that it wiU
be business as usual on May

1.

.

and we will show them otherwise to make our point:.
Public buildings "iU again
. be a target. with a plan to barricade No 10 by padlocking the
gates of Downing Strect. The
dimax of the protest will be in
Oxford Street, where protesters are being urged to pour
into shops and department
stores to block the doors so
that customers cannot come or
go. As soon as police arrive.
the protesters will be told to
disperse and move to a different target.
Specialist polk" teams are
intensifying their electronic

warfare against the organisers
to unmask the ringleaders and
discover their targets. Detectives know that they are being

bombarded with misinformation in this high-tech battle
and are trying to crack encrypt-

...mails

ed
that the leaders are
using to discuss tactics.
Police have the power to
shut down Internet sites, but
they say that they prefer to
leave them .running and to
monitor them. It was through
elet1ronic mail that police first
found details of the Mayday
Monopoly, where demonstrators pick addresses from the

board game to match targets

d. .

for the protest.
Homeless groups will
scend on Park Lane.protesters
against Third World debt will
gather in the Strand, and
groups trying to drive cars off
Londnn’s streets will begin the
day with a slow cycle ride at
King’s Cross station.
The latest threat on the
Internet is a campaign of looting designated businesses
called "Sale of the Century",.
taken from the Seventies television game show of that name.
Some student groups have
threatened to boycott the .

May I protests if the looting is
not dropped.
Police. are investigating
links between British groups
and a band of international anarchists called Black Bloc,
which was heavily involved in
the weekend’s riots at the Summit of the Americas in Quebec.
Three of its leaders were
among the masked figures arrested during the trade summit siege.
Black Bloc was at the centre
of attempts to disrupt Geotge
W. Bush’s presidential inauguration in Januarv and the via.
lent protests ai the World
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UFO bureau
shuts as aliens
shun Earth
.~ . ~.i.~ ~,~ ,~.~ .!~ ~

of the Earth to be visible from
Mars:’ he said..
Mr Plunkett dates the start
of
the decline to the end of the
terrestrial activity for nearly
half a century, the British Co!d War. ’The number of
Fly ng Saurer Bureau has sigh lings always rises at times
suspended its activities of international tension and
hecau~ of an apparent sharp declines in times of peace," he
decline in the number of aJien said. ’1oere was also a lot
more. secrecy about new
visitors to Earth.
The bureau, which once had weapons like the Stealth
J
memhers worldwide. ers which accounted for a lot
useU to receive al least 30 of the sightings."
The reality is. however, that
repurts of UFO sightings

AFIER chronicling extra-

bomb-

.500

the greatest threat to the amateur alien-watchers, who once
congregated in pubs to discuss
afll’r a dJ in atlendan .
grainy black and white photoIkl1s 1)IUlikeif. 70,a rcrircd grctphs of spiJlI1ing Silu\...’Crs,
from cyberspace_
t: vil
from BristoJ whu
Mr Plunkett said: "Rather
!<Jtl1ltkd !h bun.:au in
with his
fallwl’, Edgar. than trekking out to some
~aid: "I am just as emhusia:itic draughty hall to see my 01<1
abouT flying s<:Im:crs
1 stides. it is a lot easier for
always was but the problem is peop!e to plonk themselve,
down in front of a computer
that we are n the middle of a
screen in Ihe wmfort of thdr
long. long trough.
"There’s only so many times own home."
The bureau s the oldest
pick over old bones.
you
There just aren.t enough new organisation for the study of
sightings. It is not like being a UFOs. Mr Plunkett became inphilatelist there is always terested in extraterrestrial acsomething new to say about tiv ty after one of his cousins
was lost in an aircraft that vanstamps."
Mr Plunkett believes that ished shortly before it was due
there may be a rationa! to land at La Paz in Bolivia.
explanation for the dc’Clne in The disappearance was
sighting’. He said that plained earlier this year when
perhaps alien visitors had com- the aircraft wreckage and hupleted the survey of the Earth man remains were found in
that he be!ieves they under- the Andes. Despite the dearth
took shortly after the detona- of UFO sightings, Mr Plunkett
tion ofthe atom ’bombs that . s convinred that there is
ended the Second World War. thing out there:.
"The first atomic explosions
Leading artide, page 1’1
all took p!ace on the ri!5ht
\vcck. but they have now
""every
but dried up_ Its monthly
m tin have been cancelled
’
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on waterways
Breath-tests plan
i..(:adin~
alc. people-

By Valerie Elliott
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POLICE "re to get new powers to conduct random breath
tests on helmsmen and crew
on

Brjtain’~ WarCf\Nays.

They will have the righllo
Ix>ard all boats, including privare cabin cruisers and nar-

row boats. aftcr strict nCw J"
1101 limits Were ’ntrodu~d.
’foe limit is the equivalenl uf
two pims of hew (SO milligrams of alwhollO 100 millilitres of blood). the same ;Is for
The move is pan of
mOlOr
a new Saftty Bill drawn up by
the Governmenl after the !989
J\lfarclliolles,) disasterwhen 51
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TheOpen
UnIversity

+

The Colleg~fgffd~!Y E4

died. ’1\:nahil’3 arc
eXfK.’Clcd to be fines. as n dr vlil’cn.l"C is rL’tluirl’d al
prcs~tlt In own or hire hout
on rivcrs or canals.
Full details have not been
published by Ihe Government
but already priva.e boat owners and operators are planning 10 challenge the proposals. considered "dr3l.’Onian
and over the top", They want
exemption for private boat
owners on canals where the
maximum speed is 4 mph and

in~
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Me,"d

water is \.’I..’ry shallow.
organisaJions l’onsidi:r the
plans to he unwurkahle. Some
in the bout J1lt indus~ry D:Hc"e
rhe plans twld include a hidden ag~nda (t./ create a licens..
sh tor the
iog system to
Treasury.
There arc also fears thai
laws for walCTv
ways could trigger
nism between owners. <.inti
that manv lOurists will be deterred fr m choosing a boating holiday.
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that apologises for the delay, sets out the action being taken to answer the enquiry. and
advises when a substantive reply can be expected. You should aim to’. provide a
substantive draft reply within a further 8 working days.
be used infrequently, as every effort must be made to reply to
Interim replies
correspondence from MPs (and othe.rs) promptly.
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Action at official level on the same case should be held until the Minister bas sent a full reply. Please
discuss any questions about the substance of the drafts, or other policy aspects, direct with the
relevant Private Office.
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LAYOUT:
replies should be double-spaced. Always include the full PE reference number at the top
left of the draft. Put the MP’s full title at the bottom left of the fIrst page. Only add the address ifthe letter
is from the Minister direct to a constituent.
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CLOSING: All Ministers prefer to start: ’7hankyouforyour letter of...(MP’s
OPENING
refifgiven) on behalfo enclosing onefrom your constituent. Mr ... of... about ... "
If a Minister is replying on behalf of another, start: "ThankYOllfor your letter of... to Geoff
Hoon/Liz Symons/John Spellar/Lewis Moonie on behalfete"
For Mr Spe1J2.r, add: "Jam replying in. view ofmy responsibilityfor ... "
For Baroness Symons,add: "]am responding becatlse ofmy responsibility
for this issue...(or, in
’

the case ofI ellersfromfellow Peers: "Jhave been asked to respond.
For Dr Moo!e: add: "]am replying as this matterfalls within my area ofresponsibility.
Choose an appropriate ending (except for Dr Moonie, who will add his own) such as:
"llzope this is helpful"; "1hope this explains the posi on/situatlc)fI "; "1am sorry 1 cannot be
mote helpful"; or "Jam sorry to send what I kno~\/ .\lill be a disapPo 1rjng reply II.
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’

DEADLINES: It is important that your draft is with us by the date shown at the top of
tJs notice, as Ministers must send a written reply within li WORKfNG DAYS OF
RECEIPT OF THIS ENQUIRY.The Department’s performance is reported each year to
ParHament. Ifyou cannot meet the deadline, you should therefore provide an interim reply
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"’

polite, informal, to thepoint and in clear, simple language.Avoid acronyms and MODjargon.
A/ways emphasise thepositive aspects ofGovernmentpolicy. No background note is required
unless essential to explain the line taken in the draft reply.
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’. Ministersplace great importance on the contentl style and speed ofreplies. Liners should he
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OPEN GO\’"ER1~MENT: Replies MUST be drafted in accordance with th Code ofPra.ctice on Access to
Government bforrnatiol’\. It is set out in DCI 223/99. If you are recommending to a Minister that some or
all informatioZl is withheld, the answer must specify the law or exemption in Code under which it is
being withhe:ci -, eg "I am withholding the information requested under exemp:ion 1 ofPart IT ofthe Code
ofPractice or. Access to Go\’ernment Jnjonnatior.." It is NOT acceptable to rdy on past practice.
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INTERlt’vl REPLIES:Ifit is obvious on receipt of a PE that you cannot reply in full, an
interim MUST be provided Qy the deadline stated. REMEl\ffiER: an interim reply
covering the majority of the issues raised could help our performance statistics.
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